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The Liberty Boys se.w the boatload of redcoats coming along the shore, and .Dick exclaimed:
"Nowt" Bob cut the rope, and the tree fell, smashing the skiff and knockinr
one of the soldiers iDto the water, uttering a yell.
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The Liberty Boys' Hidden Swamp
OR, HOT TIMES ALONG THE SHORE
'
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.-A Brave Patriotic Girl.

was no suc!1 thing, and, at any rate, there was
too much chffcrencc b_oth in our ages and in ou1·
..Eunice, child, come in right away; here comes stations for me to thmk of marrying him."
a redcoat!"
. "Yo_ur statio1~ is as good as his, child. There
A woman in the doorway of a log cabin not far is a_ difference ~n the ages, sure enough. If your
from the Santee River in South Carolina, called busmess he.re 1s only to talk nonsense to my
to a young girl, who was U!nding the beehives daughter, SH", I tell you now that you · are only
under the trees in her ga1·den. On the rough wasting your time."
r oad which passed the house could be seen a
"A ~up of water from the fail' hand of your
· .British officer approaching rapi<lly on horse- charmmg daughter would be a blessing " said the
back. He made a dashing appearance with his officer, coming in at the gate.
'
'lcarlet coat, his polished trappings and his gold " " T here is the well, help yourself," shortly.
la ce. The redcoats were making trouble for the
You redcoats are accustomed to helping youi·patriots in that region, and Marion and his men selves to all what we patriots have."
were often put to it to keep out of the way of a
"The water would taste much better from her
vastly superior force.
Lieutenant - Colonel hands, my dear woman," the officer returned
Tarleton, surnamed the "Butcher" by the pa- bowing to Eunice.
'
triots, was in the Santee district, looking for
"If you will go after getting a mere drink of
Marion, and so were Watson and other British water," spoke up Eunice, " I will give it to you
'
leaders. The appearance of redcoats a lways gladly."
meant trouble of one kind or another to the peoThere was a bucket of freshly-drav:n water on
ple of the district, either forcible conscription, ~he well curb and in it a gourd used as a drink:µillage, or the death of their lovecl ones, and it mg cup_. The girl filled this and handed it tQ
was no wonder, then, that the worthy housewife, t~e officer, wh_o, as he t ook it, attempted to
Mrs. Gladden, was alarmed at the appearance of k1~s ~er. Eumce sprang aside, struck up the
1.he redcoat.
drmkmg cup and doused the demonstrative of"There is only one of them, mother,'' said Eu- ficer in the face with the ice-cold water.
J,iee. "I don't think there is any need to run."
"That to cool your ardor !" she laughed.
·'I am as s.uspicious of one as I am of a hunThere came a patter of steps on the road.
dred, child," said the mother. "They are like
"By gum! I'll make it hot for him then, kissfHes; when you see one you are bound to see ing my girl!" cried a newcomer in the shape of
many more, and th.ey're into everything."
an overgrown, clumsy-looking boy, who jumped
Eunice continued her work, howeve1·, unheed- over the fence at this moment and flew at the
jng the drowsy buzzing of the busy little insects redcoat. In his haste he tripped against one of
s they flew in and out of the hives, or circled the beehives and overturned it, the angry bees
about her head with its crown of golden hair coming out in swarms.
which made her look as ii the sun were always
"By gum! You'll get it hot enough now if
shining where she stood. The redco-at, who wore you don't cut an' run!" exclaimed the boy, as
the uniform of a lieutenant, halted at the gate, he started away.
He showed his c;lumsine;;s, for he ran into the
dismounted, leaned over the fence and said :
"So-so, my beauty, I have tracked you to your well curb, tripped, and went down the well
·t<ower at last, have I? It has been impossible headfirst. Then Eunice, fearlessly righting the
to get your image out of my eyes, or your sweet overturned hive, knowing that the bees would not
voice out of my ears. I can never efface you sting her, suddenly called out:
from my mind. So this is where you have your
"Help, Liberty Boys, help ! Here is a redcoat!"
iibode, is it? Happy spot!"
"Have you seen the man before, Eunice?" asked
She had seen three or four boys on horseback
t he mother, coming forward. • "What no.nsense wearing the blue and buff of the Continental
army coming up the road, and she knew them
1~ he talking?"
.
"I did see him at the fair, at Georgetown, to be members of a band of one hundred' sterling
when I w'as there, and he annoyed me by his young patriots known as t he Liberty Boys. The
attt>ntions then," the girl answered. " 'It was sight of the young "1·ebcls," as the r edcoat called
J!ilve at first s:ight,' he said, but I told him there them, made hi m in a hurry to leave more than
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even the presence of the bees that had sent J;he
boy down t he well.
" By Jove ! This is awkward," he muttered. "I
shall see you again, my charmer, believe me."
Then he tried again to kiss the girl, and got
a stinging blow on the cheek for his pains.
"Kissing goes by favor, I'll have you knov.,
sir!" she cried. "Hurry, boys, hurry!"
The three or four boys led by their captain,
Dick Slater himself, on his black Arabian, Major,
came on at a gallop. The officer fairly flew out
at the g\te, vaulted into the saddle at a bound,
wheeled and went dashing down the road at
break-neck speed.
"Catch him, boys!" cried Dick, and his friends
raced after the officer.
Then he halted, dismounted, and entered the
little yard.
"Was there more than one redcoat, Eunice?"
he asked.
He knew the girl, for there was one of the
Liberty Boys who thought a great deal of her and
used to come to the cabin as often as he could,
Dick being sometimes with him on such occasions.
"That was all, captain," the girl answered.
"There must be more where he came from, and
we must be on the lookout for them. Our swamp
camp is a safe hiding place, and from it--"
"Be careful, captain, there are listeners about,
even if the redcoat has fled," the girl laughed.
"It's that pesky Tory boy, Silas Weldon," said
the girl's mother. "Here he comes now, out of
the well."
The clumsy fellow's head appeared over the top
of t he 'c urb and he hastily climbed out, shivering
and shaking "'.ith the cold.
"By gum! I donno if I hadn't better let the
bees sting me a little just to warm me up," he
growled. "Did ye catch the redcoat? He had
great impudence, trying to kiss my girl."
"And you have as much impudence saying that
I am your girl," replied Eunice. "If you say
that again, I'll tell the captain to put you down
the well again."
"Well, you know I'm dreadful fond of you,
Eunice," Silas 'Weldon protested. "I'd do anything for you."
"Then go away, Silas, and stay away," laughed
the girl.
"I don't see what you want to let the rebel
fellow make up to you,'' sputtered Silas. "You
donno how soon the rebels may have to get out'n
h ere, when the redcoats come, and then you won't
have any feller; but I stay right along."
"What do you know about the redcoats?" a sked
Dick, having an idea that the Tory boy could
tell him something of value.
"Nothin'!" stammered Silas, backing away. "I
just wanted to scare Eunice, that's a ll."
"I believe you do know something,'' said Dick,
advancing upon the boy, "and I'm going to make
you tell me."
Silace fell over the fence in his great haste
to get away, and then, picking himself up, went
.running up the road as fast a s he could go.
"I don't know if he knows anything about the
redcoats, capta in," the girl said, "but if there
am any, in the neighborhood he will tell them
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that the Liberty Boys are about and will try
to br ing them down upo~ yo1.1."
"He couldn't," replied Dick. "Our camp is in
a hidden swamp, which even the old settlers hereabout cannot find, and Silace is not a s clever a s
tchey are."
"You must t ell me where to find it, then, for ·
I may wish to g et word to you of the redcoats."
"And come to see Walter Gaylord, eh, Eunice?'~
raughed Dick, with a mischievous twinkle in his
gray eyes.
"Perhaps," the girl said, blushing deeply, "but
I hear the boys returning. I wonder if they
caught the lieutenant?"
.
The four boys, led by a dashy young fellow
mounted on a big gray and wearing the uniform
of a second lieutenant, now came up to the gate.
"We did not catch him, captain," said the
young lieutenant, whose name was Mark Morrison, "and we saw more of them at a little
distance; and did not think it wise to go any
farther."
"You would have caught him if you could, I
know, Mark,'' repli~d Dick. "Were there many
of the redcoats?"
"Quite a number. They are some of Tarleton's
men.''
"Did you see •their camp?"
"We saw some tents in the distance. The redcoats were between us and them."
"Did the redcoats see you?"
"Yes, for they gave chase for a short time.
Then the lieutenant called them off."
"I hope they are not very near, for your sake,
Eunice,'' murmured Dick. ' "This redcoat gave
you trouble, did h e ?"
"He tried to kiss me and said he would return."
"Yes, I thought I saw him. We shaJl have to
get Marion and the Liberty Boys after these fellows, and there may be hot times along the
shore. Can you go away from here for s::ifety?"
"Yes, I could go to my uncle's."
"Dear me!" ejaculated the girl's mother, coming out of the cabin, "I do hope the pesky redcoats won't come back.
They always make
trouble."
"I hope they . will not,'' replied Dick. "Have
you a suit of clothes that I can wear as a disguise? It will sa ve my going to the camp."
"There is one of my brother's in the attic,''
said Eunice. "Where are you going, captain?"
"To the camp of the redcoats, to see- how many
of them there are and to discover their intentions, if I can."
"That is dangerous work."
"That would be all the more reason for the
captain's undertaking it," laughed a jolly-looking
boy named Ben Spurlock, who was one of the
liveliest boys in all the troop.
"I will get the things for you,'' said Eunice,
hurrying inside.
"Won't you boys have something to eat and
drink after your ride?" a sked Mrs. Gladden. "I
can g et it in a minute."
"I am afraid it w•ill M too much trouble,. Mrs.
Gladden;'' answered Dick.
"Not a bit of trouble. I am always glad to
entertain you boys, but th ese redcoats come here
and dema nd this, that, and the other thing as if
they owned you, and it's a pesky nuisance."
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Then the good women went in and got some
milk and honey, bread and cheese and sweetcakes, and set out a table under the trees where
the boys could take their comfort. Eunice shortly returned with a suit of brown homespun which
was a fair fit for Dick, and said:
"You can change in the parlor chamber, Captain. I think you had better take our horse.
T,hat black of yours is too well known to the
enemy and you would be recognized through him
alone."
"Perhaps you are right," agreed Dick, as he
took the clothes and entered the cabin, "but
everybody would not think of that."
"The Carolina girls have to think of a lot of
things these days," said Mrs. Gladden, who was
waiting on the boys.
"And our boys think a lot of the Carolina
girls," l~ughed Mark.
The boys laughed and Eunice blushed , as she
went to the well to get a pitcher of water. Dick
shortly came out, looking like a farmer's boy,
and then Ben got out the horse from the little
barn behind the house.
"Better wait he'l:e for me, boys','' Dick said,
"unless I should be gone too long."
Then he mounted the horse Ben had brought
an<l rode off in the direction of the redcoat camp.

,~IAPTER

Il.-A Narrow Escape.

-: nt dashing down th• i·oad, planning
h ..i .

_ would act to gain entrance into the red-

coats' camp. It was necessary for him to find
out all he could about them, as h e was in communication with Marion, the Little Swamp Fox,
and he had been besieged by the British. He
came to a crossroads, and noticed a solitary
horseman coming along at a g a llo}?, waving his
hat at him. The stranger was clad in a suit of
homespun, and looked like a prosperous farmer,
but upon a nearer approach Dick saw that he
had a cruel face.
"I don't fancy his looks very much," he muttered, as he watched the man coming up. "I
wonder what he wants of me?"
The stranger now · shouted:
"Hulloa, there, good sir ! ·wait a moment!"
Dick reined in, and the stranger soon reached
his side, and Dick asked:
"What do you want of me?"
"A little information about the roads hereabouts. I am a stranger in this neighborhood,
and I wish most heartily that I had never come
to this section of the country. Are you acquainted hereabouts?"
"Not very well, sir, but l may be able to help
you."
"I want to find De Groot's mill."
"It is on the bank of the Santee, about three
miles from here toward the northwest. r have
seen the place several tim~s."
"Can I reach it by following this road?"
"It is the only way. I am going in the same
direction, and will keep you company until we
reach the point where I am to turn off."
"Jove! that is good news, sir, for I am lone.some, and your company will be most gJ:ateful.
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Let us start, as I have a long distance to get
back home."
They rode side by side a short distance in
silence, the stranger being absorbed in thought
'
and Dick watching him covertly.
"I take it you r eside in this neighborhood?"
•
asked the stranger.
"Oh, ~ am visiting relatives something back
from this road," carelessly. "I have a cousin
in the army, and having heard that there is a
camp somewhere ahead, I am going there to inquire about Hiram. The soldiers may know
where I can find him."
."British soldiers?" a sked the stranger, and
Dick caught a strange gleam in his ugly eyes
as he asked the question.
"vVhy, yes," he answered innocently. "There
are no others in this vicinity that I know of.
They tell me there is a band of ragamuffins
hiding in the swamp under the leadership of a
rebel calling himself Marion, but such scum is
not to be considered."
"Yes, that is right," said the man, nodding
and scrutinizing Dick more closely. "You do
not seem to be much in sympathy with the
rebels."
"I have no reaS-On to be, as thly pll!ndered
my farm in the place where I came from. Besides that, how can a handful of undrilled scoundrels, such as they are, hope to cope with the
magnificent Fegiments his majesty, :l:ing George,
has so graciously sent over here to destroy
·
them?"
"Jove, but you have a very bad opinion of the
rascals. May I a sk your name? I am pleased
to become acquainted with a Tory of your
.
calibre."
"I am known as Philip Gray. And you?"
"Oh, you can call me William Black. I am
a farmer."
. "Your soft, white hands seem to belie that a+
sertion, sir."
The stranger colored, gave Dick a piercing
glance and then laughed.
"You are keen," he said. "But I am a gentlen;ian farmer, and my hands have not touched
a plowshare in many years."
"Do farmers go around with four pistols concealed in a belt under their coats?" continued
Dick, with a smile, as .he pointed to where the
strl\llger's coat ha.d flown back, revealing the
weapons.
William Black gave a slight start, but he did
not get confused, and he hastily drew .his coat
over to hide the pistols, and said:
"Another evidence of your sharp observation,
sir. As a farmer, you have missed your vocation. As a spy in the employ of the British
government, you would make a succes-s, and I am
sure tha t I might secure you such a commission.
You seem to have a powerful physique, and a
clear brain. Such men as you are ·can easily
find good be1·ths in the army." .
"You flatter me, sir. But I have often imagined that I woul(,f be well qualified to work
as a spy, and there. is no telling but what I
might yet apply for such a position, as farming
is now impossible with so many rebels overrunning the country, destroyin~ our t1roperty and
raining our business."
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Thrown completely off his guard by these
words the man bent forward eagerly in the saddle and asked Dick:
"Would you take such a place if I were to get
it for you?"
"I would."
"Then come with me, and I will get you attached to the staff of Tarleton himself. How
do you like the idea?"
Like a flash it now came to Dick's mind that
the man beside him was none other than the notorious "Butcher" himself, but he did not betray his suspicion by so much as a look, and
he answered quietly:
·
'
"It would be a great honor to be attached to
the staff of so great a man.''
William Black smiled.
"You shall have your wish gratified!" he exclaimed. "Ahead of us is the camp of a detachment of Tarleton's forces under Lieutenant
Dasher, and I am going to stop there on some
business of my own. The lieutenant is in need
of a good spy, and I shall see that you are attached to his command for the present, and after
that you shall go with Tarleton h.imself."
"You must be a man of great influence in
the British army if you are capable of doing
all that for me," said Dick, pretending the greatest innocence. "I assure you that I am indebted
to you for your promises."
"Tut-tut! It is nothing. I infer that you
know something about the rebels who are infesting this vicinity, and take it for granted that
you will tell us-that is, Lieutenant Dasher, all
you may know about them.''
"Well, since I have been here, I naturally have
found out a great many things about our enemies, and especially about the Liberty Boys.''
"Ha! You know them, too, do you?"
"I have met with some of the young villains
and I know that they are concealed in one of
the swamps, whence they emerge occasionally to
commit their depredations upon the peaceful
settlers in this region. Nothing would be a
greater pleasure to me than to see them exterminated, root and branch, and I am sure th~t I
am the man to lead Lieutenant Dasher's forces
to the hiding place of those young swamp rats.''
"If you can do that, Philip Gray, you will d_o
the British army one of the greatest favors it
has ever received. Do you .know where those
young rascals are to be found? Can you Jerad
Dasher against them? There is a secret way of
reaching their hidden swamp and it has defied
the efforts of our-I mean Dasher's best mento di scover it.''
"Leave that to me, Mr. Black. I think I can
convince Dasher that I can show him a way of
getting at the Liberty Boys, as they call themselves."
They rode on in silence for a while and presently came in sight of the white tents of the
encampment which Mark and his followers had
seen when they . had pursued Lieutenant Dasher
from the Gladden cabin. The encampment lay
in a slight depression a short distance north of
the road, and there were a couple of sentries
pacing the highway, with their muskets on their
shoulders, who stood at attention when the two
hOi:semen came cantering up to them. They cast
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but one glance at Dick's companion, and in stantly they saluted in the most respectful manner;
and stood as stiff as a couple of ramrods.
"Halt!" one of them cried in a perfunctory
manner. "Who goes there?"
"A friend!" answered William Black, giving
them a sardonic smile.
"Advance, friend, and give the countersign."
"King George!" cried Dick's companion.
"Correct. Pass along.''
"They seem to know you," said Dick, as they
turned their horses down a side path, and rode
toward the tents.
"They have occasion to," answered Black, significantly.
Then Lieutenant Dasher came out of a tent,
followed by an orderly, and as his gaze fell upon
Black, he suddenly saluted, and rushed forward,
crying:
"The lieutenant-colonel-Tarleton!"
The man cast a smiling glance at Dick to see
the effect these words would have on him, and
was gratified to see the· boy give a violent start,
and saw him look at him in an astonished sort
of way, and heard him cry:
"What! You-Tarleton himself?"
"Yes," admitted Black. "I am LieutenantColonel Tarleton, the commander of all the force s
in this region, and I was simply lying to you
to conceal my identity until I knew you better."
"You amaze me, sir."
"Well, while my identity was unknown. I
sounded you well, and it gave me a better chance
to find out what sort of a fellow you were than
I would have learned had you known who I really
was. I am satisfied with y6u, Philip Gray, and
you can now consider yourself engaged. O.f
course, Dasher has only fifty-five men in thi :;
little detachment, but you will soon be working
for my entire force, which numbers about a
thousand men, all told. My camp is now located
a mile south of Georgetown, and Dasher's little
skirmishing party is the only force at present
on the march. He is out to find the Swamp Fox,
and the Liberty Boys, and if you can, as you
boast, show him where these infernal scoundrels
are located, you will win my greatest approval
right at the start of your career with the British army.''
"Your excellency," answered D'i ck in a respectful tone, as he bowed to the atrocious fi eml who
had made such a bad name for himself, •"you
can rely upon me to do my best for the cause
of our most gracious sovereign."
"Well said! And now dismount, and make
yourself comfortable, and I shall introduce you
to Lieutenant Dasher, and shall outline to him
how I want your services employed while you
are attached to his staff."
Dick had no fear of the lieutenant recognizing
him, and when he was formally introduced, hi s
idea was verified, for Dasher did not know him.
The disguise he wore was a good one, and greatly
changed his appeara!lte. Besides, when Dick and
his friends charged on the lieutenant, Dasher
did not have a good view of the das hy youngcommander of the Liberty Boys. Dick was secretly delighted with what he had learned about
the number of men in Tarleton's army and in
. Dasher's detachment, anc(he was also pleased to
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· discover where the British forces were quartered,
and to see what sort of men · Dasher had and
how they were situated at their camp. They
went to the lieutenant's tent, where Tarleton
held a long talk with him, right in the presence
of Dick, in regard to the work he was to do
against the patriots in the future. Within a few
minutes he had learned more than he expected
to find out about the British and their intentions,
a nd he now . began. to plan a means of leading
Dasher's forces into a trap, and annihilating
them. Tarleton finally finish ed his talk with the
redcoat officer, and then turned to Dick and
began to quiz him regarding the Liberty Boys
and Marion's men, to all of which he invented
replies th&t pleased the "Butche r." He led them
to suppose that he knew exactly where the patriots' camps were, and made th em think that
he would lead them there so they could kill every
one of the Liberty Boys and Marion's . Swamp
Foxes. More than an hour passed by before the
conference was ended, and then an orderly came
into the tent and said:
"LieuteIJ!int, I have to report that the sentinels have just taken a prisoner on the highroad
who claims that he knows you."
"Who is it?"
,
"I do not know, sir , but he declared that he
has some very valuable ii:iformation for you, and
begs for an audience at once."
"Bring him in."
The orderly saluted and withdrew. A few
minutes afterward he returned, accompanied by
the two sentries, and between them . they had a
clumsy-looking fellow. The moment Dick looked
at the prisoner he could scarcely repress a cry
of alarm, for he recogniged him as Silas Weldon,
the Tory boy. At the same time Silas recognized Dick, and turned pale.
"By gum!" he cried, excitedly, as he pointed
at the captain of the Liberty Boys, "there stands
Dick Slater!"
.
"What's that?" roared Tarleton, with a violent
start. ·
"That fellow!" cried Silas, in shrill tones, as
he pointed at Dick, "is the captain of the Liberty Boys, I tell you! Grab him, quick!"
With a terrible scowl on his brow, Tarleton
turned and glared at Dick.
"So!" he shouted.
Dick did not lose his coolness for a moment,
but folded his arms acress his breast, and smiled
up into the "Butcher's" fierce eyes, and nodded.
"Gentlemen," he said coolly, "the boy speaks
the truth. It is u seless to deny my identity. I
am caught."
A yell of fury esca p ed Lieutenant Dasher,
and he whipped out hi s sword, and rushed at
Dick to run him through, but Tarleton sprang
between them with hi s hand upraised, and
i·oared:
"Stop! I want this boy ali ve!"
It was a narrow escape from death for Dick,
for Tarleton stopped the startled lieutena nt just
in time, and he lower ed his sw,.rd and yelled to
the two sentr ies, wildly:
"Men, seize him!"
The redcoats each g r a sped Dick by an arm,
and the captain of the Liberty Boys gave Dasher
a withering look of scorn.
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CHAPTER III.-A Break for Liberty.
Tarleton stood with folded arms, · regarding
Dick with a certain amount of admiration, for
his audacity appealed strongly to this cruel
monster.
"So! Dick Slater, eh?" he finally said in low
tones.
"It is u seless to deny it," Dick an swered.
"That treacherous boy knows me well enough,
and I scorn to lie, even though it were to save
my life."
"You are a brave ~fellow ! I cannot help liking your courage, .Dick Slater, but you have run
your head into the lion's jaws this time. You
have been a bitter enemy to my men, and hav.e
caused many of my brave band to fall in the
skirmishes around this part of the country in
the short time you have been here, helping Marion. I cannot forgive that, and your life shall
pay the penalty. How well you deceived me,
y.ou well know, and that was a remarkable feat,
a s I pride myself upon my keenness."
"I have fooled far smarter men than you are,"
answered Dick coolly. "For a man who has the
reputation you had, I must confess you were
about the easiest to deceive I ever met. Although
I did not know you, I had a suspicion of your
identity from the first moment \J met you. That
is where I had an advantage of you, sir."
Tarleton shrugged · his shoulders, and said to
the two soldiers:
"Bind this fellow, place him under a double
guard, and ii he escapes your lives shall pay
the penalty of your carelessness. He is known
to be the slippetiest fellow in the Continental
army, and I know of many cases where he ha~
escaped the most careful watching."
The soldiers saluted, nodded, and led Dick out
of the tent. There was a · prison tent hard by,
toward which they led hiUJ, close to a field of
dense bushes, and when they reached it, one of
them procured a rope, anci tied his hands behind
his back. This had just 'been done when there
suddenly pealed out on ,the air the report of a
distant _lPUsket, folk,wed by the yelling of one
of the ll!l'utposts, and there quickly followed a
volley of shots in the direction of the road.
"What's that?" asked one of the guards, and
rushed outside.
"Can you see anything?" demanded the one
guarding Dick, in anxious tones.
"Heavens alive! We are attacked!./'
Crash, roar! came a thunder of shots interrupting him, and the whole cam p wa s aroused,
men rushing here and there in confl!sion, hastily
arming themselves, officers shoutin g orders, and
above the din Dick hea rd the cr y:
"It is the Swamp Fox !"
A thrill of joy shot t hrough him at th ese welcome wor ds, for he inst a n t ly began to thi nk that
he migh t be r escued. There came a ca ll t o i. nns
from the British, and one of the guards rushed
away with hi s musket in his hand. The other
gla re d at Dick uneasily, and s.aid:
"If you attempt to leave thi;; tent, I will shoot
you down like a dog."
· As he spoke there came another crash of mus- ·
ket shots a nd a ball flew past his head, bringing
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an oath from his lips, and a wild look in his eyes.
He sprang to the opening and glared out. What
he saw made him raise his musket to his shoulder
and, taking quick aim, he fired, and ran forward,
leaving Dick alone in the tent.
"This may be my only chance to get away!"
Dick muttered, and followed the soldier outside,
where he beheld a scene of the greatest confusion. The camp had been a t tacked by some
of Marion's men, and every redcoat there was
busy loading and firing at the oncoming patriots .
Dick cast a swift glance around, and as no one
seemed to be looking at him at that moment, he
bent low and darted into the nearest bushes.
"I must try to work my way around to the
road," he murmured. "'If I 'can join Marion's
men I am safe."
Away he scuttled through the bushes, but had
not taken a dozen paces ere he heard a report
behind him, and a bullet grazed his head from
the weapon wielded by the guard who had
threatened him. It served to make him increase
his pace, and he kept his body well bent over,
so as to avoid being seen. He rushed on, stumbling over tangled vines that beset his path, tearing his clothes on bra!Ilble ~horns, and pushed
his way through the stiff, spmy branches of obstructiug bushes. He heard the crashing of
footsteps in .pursuit, and ran in zig-zag fashion
to throw his follower off the trail if it were
possible. Again a shot rang on the air, but the
ball sped far from where he was, and it gave
him to understand that his pursuer did not know
exactly where he was, else the bullet might have
come nearer. Dick has a good sense of direction., and he gradually worked his way around
toward the highroad, and finaily made it, but
only to find by the sound of the shooting that
He
the combatants were moving far away.
looked up and down the road, but saw nobody,
and rushing over to a rock by the wayside, he
backed up to it and, laying his bonds on its
rough surface, he began to rub them up and
down vigorously, in iyi attempt to sever them
He
so he could regain the use of his arms.
scraped the skin off his hands and wrists and
worked furiously, but it was a slow and tedious
task, and he made little headway. Whilt he was
so employed, he heard the sound of hoofbeats
coming toward him, and it inspired him to work
faster and harder, as he did not know whether
the newcomer were friend or foe. Nearer and
still nearer came the sounds, and he kept his
gaze fastened upon a bend in the road from
around which the patter of hoofs came.
"If it's a ' redcoat, I am lost unless I hide,''
he thought. "I must not let him see me. If it
is a friend, I can easily call out and get help."
He started toward the bushes again, but was
too late, for he was seen by the rider, who just
then swept around the bend. It was a redcoat!
The moment he saw Dick, he shouted sharply:
"Halt, or I fire!"
Dick paused and glanced around at the speaker .
He saw a courier whom Tarleton had sent for
reinforcements, a man of herculean build, with
an evil-looking face, and a musket in his hands,
and he was then covering Dic'k with the heavy
weapon. The boy gave a terrible wrench at his
bonds. and to his joy he felt them part, and
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the rope fell from his wrists to the ground at
his feet. . But ?e was wise enough to keep his
arms behmd his back, pretending that he was
still bound fast, as the redcoat rode toward him.'
"Don't fire, for I surrender!" he called out.
"~ou are the prisoner, I take it?" asked the
soldier, as he reined in his foam-flecked bay
within a few feet of the boy, and leaped to the
ground.
"Yes,'' simply. "I was trying to get away."
"Well, your attempt is in vain, for I am going
to take you right back to the camp and have
you placed under guard again."
"Why don't you allow me to i:-o my way in
peace?"
"Because I have heard that you al,'e the no~rious rebel, Dick Slater, and I know that
Tarleton would give me a thousand pounds to return you to him!" grinned the man. "Come
along with me!"
He reached out his hand to grasp Dick but
as quick as a flash Dick raised his boot' and
gave him a kick in the stomach that doubled him
up, gasping for breath, and dropping his musket.
With a bound Dick reached the man's horse
v~ulted into the saddle, and slapping the beast
with the end of the ·reins, he. was off like a shot. '
The groaning redcoat pulled himself togethe1·
w~n he saw the prisoner escaping, and straightenmg up he shouted after Dick:
"Stop and come back here or it will be the
worse for you."
"Bah! Do you think I am a fool?"
"All right. Tarleton wanted you taken alive
if possible, and dead, if necessary, so I will kill
you rather than let you escape me!"
He seized his fallen musket and aimed at the
escaping boy, but Dick threw himself down upon ·
the horse's neck ~ust as .he pulled the trigger
and the bullet whizzed well over his head. TI1 ~
bay was galloping along the road :vapidly and
before the redcoat could reload and fire again,
he was out of range. But 4just at this critirnl
moment three more mounted redcoats came dashing around the bend, and the big man hurried
over to them and stopped the trio P> explain
wha,t had happened to him. They set up a shout,
and spurred their horses ahead in pursuit of
Dick, and a terrible race for life now began between them and the fugitive. Dick saw them
coming, and urged his horse ahead by words and
kicks and beating it with the reins. It was a
fairly good animal and, being fresh, it passed
over the ground with long strides that kept it
well in the lead of its pursuers. They covered
mile after mile, and Dick began to gain a- little
as his horse was the fresher, until a wide gap
separated theih.
"I am nearing the Gladden homestead!" he
muttered, as he caught sight of familiar landmarks, "and I hope that Mark and the boys are
there yet. If they are, Sir Redcoats, I shall
give you the greatest surprise of your lives."
Around the last turn in the winding r~ad he
went thundering.j;t1. a cloud of dust, but although
the Gladden cabin was in plain sight not one
of the Liberty Boys was to be seen,' and he
thought that they must have gone back to their
camp in the hidden swamp.
· "Thi s horse is getting played out," he thoUJ?ht.
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· as he noted the heavy breathing of the animal,
"and he cannot go much farther at this terrific
pace without breaking down. I had better dismount, and hide in the cabin. I ca n drive the
horse off into the woods, and they may pass by
without looking for me in the widow's home."
Acting upon this plan he drew rein near the
cabin, leaped to the ground, and gave th e horse
a slap on the flank, and it went plun ging into
the trees. Mrs. Gladden and Eunice had heard
him approaching and n.ow stood in the doorway
watching him running toward them, with scared
faces. Loo.King back, Dick saw that the pursuing
redcoats were not yet around the turn, and as
he rushed breathlessly up to the cabin, he cried:
"I am pursued. Let me hide myself, Mrs.
Gladden."
"Oh, mercy ! Come right in!" said the woman.

CHAPTER IV.-The Hidden Swamp.
The two w.olljlen· hid Dick in a wooden chest.
The redcoats searched the house, but did not find
Dick, and shortly left the premises. Just after
they h ad gone a number of the Liberty Boys
appeared. Dick left the house to meet them,
telling them his experiences.
Dick led the little troop. by means of a :Rath
into the dense woods, going toward the Santee
on the other side. They soon came to a wide
stream, which they forded, then taking a winding path for some distance, suddenly turned to
the right, and the horses went floundering
through the mud of the swamp that opened up
before them as far as the eye could riach. It
was a dismal place, with pools of water here and
there, in which croaked frogs, and insect s chirped
with a droning sound. The t rees were covered
with a network of waving vines, and little tufts
of swamp grass stuck up h ere and there from
the pools, V<hile a dense mist arose from the
stagnant water, and a miasmic odor filled the
air. There was a secret path through the
swamp, which Dick knew as the trees bore hidden marks as a guide toward the encampment.
As the boys "assed right into what appeared to
be the deepest part of the quagmire, instead of
sinking over their fetlocks, the horses found a
firmer footing than they had befo1te, owing to
the fact th at under the water the boys had constructed a log path which was hidden from view.
A s long as the horses stuck to thi s concealed
path, they found a good footing, but had they
gone a few yards to the right or left, they would
have sunk to theiT knees in the treacherou s mud.
In silence the little band went along, carefully
looking to . the right and left at every step to
see that no one was following or spying upon
their movements to get the lay of the hidden
path through the mud. Suddenly there rang out
a sharp command of:
"Halt! \Vho goes th ere?"
Instead of answering as most soldiers would
have done, Dick imitated the ci;y of a partridge,
and it was answered from the thickets on both
sides .ahead. The Liberty Boys had a system of
signalling by using the natural souncls of the
localities they were in, and this was one of them.
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Two Liberty Boys, who were doing sentry duty,
now came out of the bushes, one of them being
Harry Thurber and the other Jack Warren.
They saluted Dick !1ilently, and he and his followers pa9sed on and came to a small island
buried in the swamp, which was high and dry,
and covered with dense vegetation, farther on
there being grass lawns and some huts . . It was
this hidden camp that the redcoats were anxious
to find, and that Silas Weldon had often tried
to locate, to tell the Briti sh, but thus far he had
failed in his attempts. There were a large number of huts on the, island, in which a colony
of runaway slaves had been living, but the darkies had readily given up their quarters to the
Liberty Boys, and camped around to help the
b_oys. As Dick's horse went upon the high
ground he heard a wild, elfish laugh, followed
by a shrill shriek in the voice of a woman, and
saw an old negro hag in ragged clothes, and
with flying hair, go rushing off into the swamp,
waving a knotted stick in her skinhy hands.
Straight into the mud and water she went
floundering, screaming at every step, until it
seemed as if she would· get mired, and perish,
but she passed along by springing from one tuft
of grass to another with wonderful agility, and
flitted here and there out iR the bog, until at
last she vanished behind a mass of thick bushes.
Three negro men had seen her, and with terrorstricken faces were rushing away toward the
huts, waving their arms and yelling in horror:
"Crazy Molly! The ·witch-woman! The witchwoman !"
Dick gazed .after the poor old creature until
she disappeared, and then turned to Mark and
said in sad tones:
"Poor thing! She is as crazy as can be, but
the negroes are afraid of her and imagine that
she is endowed with supernatural powers. They
are very superstitious, and I fear would kill her
if they dared."
"How the woman lives in this swamp I do not
understand," answered Mark, shaking his head
thoughtfully, "but she does manage to exist somel;iow, and every once in a while she appears to
the negroes and says or does something that
seems to scare them half to death."
The rest of the boys had been lounging around
the camp, but seeing Dick and the others coming, they came swarming up around him, a sking
all sorts of questions about his expedition to th e
British camp. He gave them a .Brief account
and, dismounting at the cabin he occupied, he
left his horse w ith one of the boys and went
irisic\e. There he found Bob E stabrook, his chum
a nd lieutenant, and calling in Ben Spurlock, they
held a short confer~ce. It was lnterrupt~d by
th e sudden entrance into the hut of Harry Juason, who said:
"General Marion has come to see you, captain."
"General Marion!" exclaimed Dick. "This is
indeed an honor. Show him in, Harry." .
Ben went out, but Bob remained, saluting as
a man of small frame, quick, nervou s temperament, but kindly, courteous nature, ente;-ed, accompanied by three veterans in ragged uniforms.
The little man was General Francis Marion, the
famous Swamp Fox.
"I am honored by this V'i sit, general," said
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Dick. "I was about to go over to your camp,
as I have news of the utmost impol'tance. I
have been to the camp of the redcoats, Lieutenant Dashel''s. He is one of Tarleton's subalterns."
"Ah, yes, we attacked them not long· since.
You were there.,"
"Yes, I was a prisoner, but learned a great
deal of importance."
"You were a prisoner? I wonder they let you
go when they once had you, a person of your
importance," with a smile.
"I had some difficulty in escaping, but learned
much."
"Tell me all about it, captain," s aid the little
general, eagerly.
Dick l'elated in a few words what he had
learned in Dasher's camp and of his meeting
with Tarleton himself.
"Good!" said the little general. "I sent some
of my men over there, but they were too many
for us, and we fell back. That must have been
when you escaped."
"Yes, no doubt, gene1·al."
"Keep up the same line of action, captain, attacking them at every opportunity, and retreating ''hen you must."
'·The Liberty Bo.YS were sent here to help
you, General Marion,'' simply.
"And }'OU have done so. '\Ve must make a con certed :rttack shortly, captain, and drive Tarleton
out."
"When do you intend to attack them, general?"
"At once, if you are willing. They will not
expect an attack so soon after the one we made
to-da~-, and will be taken off their guard. That
will be an immense advantage to us, and we may
be able to thin out their ranks to such an extent
that the fo1·ce commanded by Dasher will be useless in thi8 region."
"Very well. Shall it be to-night?"
Nlarion s miled with pleasu1·e, and said:
"I thought you would be willing. You see, I
am compelled to do the most unexpected things.
That is the only way I manage to hold my own
against force s much larger than mine. Notify
vour men."
· Just then the door was violently flung open,
and George Brewster came rushing in, excitedly,
and cried :
"Dick! Dick! The redcoats have found a way
to the i ~ land !"

CHAPTER V.-After the Enemy in Force.
Dick ru ~ hed to the door with a worried look
upon his face, for up to tha,t time the Libe1·ty
Bays had succeeded in keeping their retreat a
secret from their enemies, and he now feared
they would be driven out. When he glanced outside he saw three Brit ish soldiers running toward the hut with their muskets in their hands.
He looked beyond them for signs of more of
them, but failed to see any, nor was there a
Liberty Boy in sight. Wondering what it meant,
he was just going to r u sh out, when there
sounded the blare of a trumpet, a nd in an in>'tant scores of the Liberty Boys dashed out of
the surrounding bushes, in a complete cordon
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around the three British soldiers, and the redcoats suddenly found themselves staring at a ring
of leveled muskets on every side. Ben Spurlock
had arranged the trap into which they had
fallen, and he now advanced into the ring of
muskets and shou ted at them:
"Throw down your arms and su1Tender, r:you are dead men!"
The redcoats only needed one look at that grim
ring of bristling weapons to see that they were
outnumbered twenty to ·one, and they realized
that at the first sign of resistance, they werP
doomed . They were so terrified, that iustf'ad of
putting up a fight, they hurled their mu,,ke~.,
and pistols on the ground and falling on thei ,·
knees, they held up their hands in token oi sub·
mission, and began yeili'ng:
"Spare us!"
"Please don't shoot!"
"\Ve give in!"
It was such an exhibition of cowardice tha :
D ick was di sgusted, and he strode from the cabin
and passed into the ring. Regarding the three
men sternly, he a sked;
"How many more are there of ,.our party?"
"Only we thrne,'' ~n swered one of them.
"There are no more."
"How did you get in here?"
"We were hiding in the bushes when a party
you were leading came here, and we sneaked
after you and saw just how you got into thii.
place."
"Didn't any of our. sentries try to stop you?"
"We didn't see a soul."
"Strange!" muttered Dick, fro\.vning. "Whe r e
were Harry Thurber and Jack Warre.n? We
were challenged by them when we came in."
"Here i am!" cried a voice, and Jack passe<l
into the ring and saluted.
"How did you happen• to allow these men to
pass the lines?"
"We did it on pU!·pose, sir. It was plain to
us that they saw how to enter our line.>, and I
left Harry on guard and stole after 'them to see
that they were captur ed. By mak ing a circuit
I managed to get ahead of them and to warn
the boys and prepare this trap into which they
·
fell."
"Oh! Now I und ero;tand it. You wanted to
take them alive?"
"Exactly. We could eas ily have shot them in
their backs, 1mt that is against the rules of our
company. By taking them alive, we might gain
some information that would prove of value to
us, and I have succeeded."
"You did just right. You may return to your
post ." ·
. Jacl~ smiled, salu~ed, and hurried away, Ieavmg Dick to deal with the three prisoners as he
saw fit.
''Rob Havila nd and Arthur Mackay bind thes~
men," said Dick, "and lead them t~ my quarters."
He then l'eturncd to Marion, and told him
what happened.
"Good for Jack "·Llrren!" cried the Swamp
Fox. "Nov; we can question the prisoners and
find out a few points I am specially anxiow; ·to
learn."
A few minutes afterwards the prisoners were-
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_brought in, securely bound, and Dick fixed a
threatening glare upon them and said:
"We are going to a sk you a few questions, and
see that you give truthful answers, for your
lives depend ution it. If you behave properly,
you may be given your liberty within a short
tim e."
" \Vhat do you wish to know, sir? ''
" This g entleman will qu estion you," said Dick,
indicating Marion.
"In the first place," said the Swam p Fox, "I
want to Jmow if your camp is in the same place
it was when you had Captain Sla t er a pri sone1· ?" '
''It is."
"Has Tarleton gone?"
"Yes, sir."
"Where?"
"Back to his own camp wh ere t h e main body
is located."
"Does he intend to send Dasher r einforcements ?"
"He does. To-mor row."
"How many men?"
" Two hundred, in two deta chments."
"By what road a re they coming?"
"The main road from Georgetown."
"Does anyone but you three know t h e r oa d
into this swamp?"
"Not that I am aware of. We only discovered
it by accident and came stealing in, with the
hope of being able to guide our forces in against
you. I wish now that we had not advanced so
far and you would then not have caught us in
thi s trap."
Marion questioned them something more about
Dasher's resources, and then Dick ordered the
men locked in the guardhouse, and told off a
couple of boys to watch them carefully. H e selected a rollicking, red-headed Irish Liberty Boy
known as Patsy Brannigan, and a f at Ge rman
weighing all of two hundred pounds, naced Cari
Gookenspieler. for this duty. Patsy was the
company cook, and with his comical chum was
alwa ys getting into mischief, and af fording
amusement for the r est of the boys. Then Mari on a sked Dick to summon 'all hands to p1·epare
for departure, a nd a blast on the t r umpet wa s
g iven and th ey understood the s) g nal. In a m oment the whole ca m p w a s astir, the boys getting
their weapons and accouterments ready, some
saddling their horses, and others preparing to
carry food and other supplies. When they were
rea dy, Dick expla ined wha t was wan ted of t hem,
and they all looked pleased, a s they had n ot seen
very active service since t he time th ey first came
to the hidden swamp. With Marion r iding beside him, Dick led the wa y out of the swamp,
and they took to the w oods, and after an hour's
ride, passed down along the river . A short distance further they we re challenged by a guard
of Marion's men, and passed· into a hidden glen,
w here the camp was pitched. Here Dick had a
good look at the gaunt, r a gged, miserable-looking
horde, who had made their names such a terror
to the British, and he i·ealized that they were
made of the stuff that never recognizes defeat.
Marion had a long conference with his men, and
finally said to Dick:
"Are you willing to draw the redcoats into
ambuscade?"
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"What is your plan?" asked Dick.
"To march on Dasher's camp under cover, and
send you ahead as a decoy. They want you
badly. The very sight of you will bring out
a pursuing party, and you can lead them right
against the muzzles of our hidden musk et s. It
will be a hazardous undertaking, but I can only
fig ht by strategy and win, and I t hink this pla n
w ill w ork out all right."
" I will risk it, sir."
."All r ight . W hen we r each a cer tain place, I
will a sk you to go a head, and we will arrange a
plan of action to s uit our requirements."
With t his underst a nding the whole party got
in m otion and a devious path th.r ough the woods
was t a ken. They proceeded with the silence and
stealth of so many Indian s on the warpath, a s
they wished to keep their enemies in utter ignorance of their intentions, and get as n ear to
the Br itish camp as possible. During that i' ide
Dick and Marion arranged the details of their
f uture movements with the skill of a pair of veter a ns, and finally reached the road in the neighborhood of Dasher's encampment.
Concealed
amid the trees and bushes they · watched t he
British sentries pacing the highroad, and a s da rkness had fallen they saw the campfire!:) that
gleamed down in the hollow on the other side
of the road.
"Peace and tranquillity!" muttered Marion.
"How soon all that scene of security will be
changed, and men now breathing the free air of
Nature will lie hushed in death by the roadside."
He was not much given to utte ring sentiment
and many people thought he had none, but there
was a big heart beating in his rugged breast
and there were times when he showed the tender
sympatliy of a woman.
"All ready?"• asked Dick ..
"Go ahead, and may heaven protect you,
captain."·
A few whispered words came from Mar ion,
and the boy rode av,oay through the green arcade
of trees and soon disappea.red fr om the anxiou s
gaze of the young p a t r iots and old vete r ans, bent
on one of the most da ngerous t r ips he had ever
undert aken. At a distance of qua1ter of a mile
from t he sentri es, he turned Major into t he hi ghroa d, a n d u rged the a nimal along at a gallop . H e
was going st raight towar d the pacing sentries ,
both of whom knew him by s ig ht, a nd both of
whom h ad orders to shoot him on sight! On
h e went a t an easy gallop, an d pretty soon t hey
cau ght sight of him and raised their m uskets
and yelled a t him to stop. He pa id no a ttention
to t heir commands, but with th e reins lying loose
on his ho r se's neck a nd . a pistol in either h a nd,
kept right on. Soon the 'light of the rising moon
fell upon his features and his -uniform and ther e
came a yell from the sentries, and both fired
at him.
"Dick Slater!" one of them shouted.
The bullets hummed very close to Dick but
neither hit him, and he suddenly r a ised botl; pistols and di schar ged them. He saw th-e two sentries stagger and fall, badly wounded . •
"I hated to do it!" he muttereCI, regretfully,
"but they would have killed me if I spared them.
Those shots of theirs will arouse the whole camp

'.
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now and I will have all of Dasher's troops at shr ieks and groans as scor es of the redcoats
went down to rise no more.
my heels ! Ha! Here they come !"
He saw a large number of re dcoats corning on
a run from the hollow and one of them pointed
excitedly at him, while others turned back for
CHAPT E R VI.-Beating Dash er's ·B r igade.
their hor ses, and some of the foot soldiers bega n
I
to blaze away at him.
"Charge, Liberty Boys !" cried Dick, waving
"Now I must go for my life !" he muttered, and
thrust the pair of pistols into his belt and his sword, and with a ringing cheer, they rushed
grasp ed the reins. Maj or obeyed his order to at the r edcoats, and Dash er's men retreated bego fa ster, and with a shower of bullets all ar01~nd for e t heir impetuous attack. Back they were
him he swept past the camp and went thundering driven, st ep by step, toward the road, and Maalong the road. Within a few moments he was rion's men now came charging on their right
·out of range and had nothing worse to show for and left flanks, firing as they advanced. They
his experience than a scratch on his neck, made were all dead shots, and as their stock of ammuby a passing bullet. But now there came a nition was limited they had to make every sh ot
thundering of many horses' hoofs on the hard tell. The British troops returned the fire, but
were getting demoralized, for they saw the
road behind him and, glancing back, he saw they
scores of redcoats on horseback in hot pursuit. Swamp Foxes charging on them on all sides,
He purposely kept Major at a slower pace than while in front they were savagely attacked by
he was capable of going, and that led them to a solid front of Liberty Boys who never wav·infer that they could overtake him. He heard ered, but kept pressing forward with a determitheir wild yells, and then there came the crack- nation that was overwhelming. Marion's m en
ing of muskets but the bullets did not carry far fought like demons, but they were disorganized,
enough, so he ~uffered n<? injury fr<?m the drop- and acted h aphazard, ea ch man working for
ping fire they were pourmg after him. He had himself. Dick's little command, on the contra ry,
been seen and was recognized, and the whole was well dr illed, and formin g in ranks, while
troop were then thirsting for ve;n&'eance for ~h e those in a dvance knelt and poured in a volley,
shots he had fired at the sentnes, wounding the ranks behind fired over th,eir heads, ana
every moment went furth er ahead toward the foe.
them, and putting· them out of the fight.
When the redcoats fi r ed, it was in a desultory
"Poor fools!" muttered Dick, scornfully. "How manne r, each man acting fo r h imself, and most
little they know the danger they are runni ng of thei r shot s were waste d, as they were all exinto so blindly."
cited a nd pan ic-stricken a t the thought thaj; they
They r aced after him with lash and spur, yell- were opposed by a far superior fo r ce, who would
ing all sorts of th r eats and firin g their w eapon s surely beat them in the end of the struggle. To
in hopes of bringing him down. To delude them make matt ers worse fo r Dasher's force, the
further he made his horse gradually slacken Swamp Foxes r ushed in on them and engagerl
s peed more a nd more as he drew nea r er to the many of them in a ha n d-t o-hand conflict. Musa mbuscade where his boys amt Marion 's men kets were belching forth death on every h a n d,
were con cealed waiting for them, and t he r ed- pistols were crack ing w it h spit eful repo rts, and
coat s saw him 'dropping back and imagined that ever y n ow a nd t hen a patriot in buck skin mig ht
his mount was getting tired from the whirlwind be seen grasping hi s musket by the . ba rrel, and
speed t hey all had been niaintai_nirW for some swinging it a r oond his h ead, bringing it down'
time. It incited them to urge the1r Ja ded horses upon his opponent's like a club. Any man who
along fast er, and just as they a!r ived within was struck by t hose powerful blows went down
r an ge of Dick he suddenly turned m the saddle, maimed, stunned or killed, for the men under
looked back, and acted a s if he were afraid. Marion were muscular, a nd had n o · mercy. D ick
Then he turned his horse off the road toward was in t he thickest of the fray, encouraging his
t he woods and bushes and went plunging slowly boys with shouts and deeds of valor that in~
a long as if seeking a place to hide himself. It spired t hem to do t hei r best. At one moment
was ~11 done so naturally that the redcoats, with he was engaged with his sword, and the next he
Dasher in the lead, were completely hoodwinked, · had to use his pistols on some a ggressive r edand they charged after him, pell-mell. Now the coat who was attempting to take his life or the
ambuscade loomed up ahead of Dick, and to keep life of one of his command. Yells, groa"n s, musup the deception, he drew two more pistols a_nd ket shots, and the tramping of hoofs made up
fired at his pursuers. Those shots were a sig- a horrible din, and a cloud of smoke arose over
nal to Marion and the Liberty Boys. Just as the scene of the engagement, almost hiding the
Dick reached the-e~ge of the woods, he suddenly struggling men in its den se pall. Dash er wa s
r eined in, wheeled, and then the conceale ~ .pa- doing his best. He was a brave soldier, and a s
triots burst from cover. With a tremendous his cause was almost hopeless he fought with
cheer they rushed forw ard, h eaded by the Swamp the desper ation of despair to save his rr.en from
Fox, and the a stonished redcoat s came to a sud- destru ction. But he was n ot equal to the task
den halt, confronted by over t wo hund red mus- nf fighting any longer and he gave his bmrler
kets an d- a line of patriot s second to none in the order to -sound t he r etteat. A s soon a s the
po int of courage and determinat ion.
f anfare rang out the r edcoats broke and ran.
"We h ave beaten them!" shouted Dick, w aving
" H alt.!" Dick roared. "Aim, fire!"
T here came a terrible, thunderous discha r ge his hat.
A tremendous cheer escaped ever y throat when
a s ever y one of those deadly weapons belched
far th, a nd there arose a · frightful chorus of their enemies ·started on the ret1·eat , and the-y
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eagerly pressed on afte1· them, regardle:3s of the
fact that men we1·e dropping around them.
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" roared Dick.
. Over the corpses and bodies of wounded men
scrambled the boys, and so. fierce was their
charge that the redcoats fled hi every direction.
It seemed to be every man's idea to get away
a s quick as he could in order to save his life,
and when Marion saw that they had given up
the struggle his shrill voice could be heard with:
"Take them on the flanks again!"
The backswoodsmen charged at both sides, but
they failed to round up the scattered crowd, and
the fight now took on a different focm, for every
man in the patriot forces had singled out an
opponent and gave chase ..
"It was like driving a flock of frightened
sheep," Dick said afterward.
The British left fifteen dead men behind them
and twelve wounded; but among the bodies there
were some of the gallant Liberty Boys and a
number of Marion's men. The fight ended in a
few mQl'e of the redcoats going dio>wn wounded,
before Marion and Dick called their men to a
halt. The two leaders met, smoke begrimed, panting for breath, and with anxious .look~ upon their
faces as they viewed the road 1iiti ered with the
bodies of their friends and enemies.
"This is the end!" Dick exclaimed. "It has
cost them dearly."
"We win, but the cost to us was g.at, too,"
answered Marion.
The boys were soon after formed ia ranks and
with the Swamp Foxes in the leaq, the wounded
in the middle and the Liberty Bo,is brinsjng up
the rear, they started off on · their return to the
swamps. The return was slow, but when they
finally got to Marion's camp tl1€ spoils were
evenly divided, and Dick took leave of the Swamp
Fox. The Liberty Boys then went back to their
camp in the swamp, and attended to their
wounded. During the week that followeu nothing was seen of the enemy. At the end of the
week scouts came in to Dick with reports that
they had seen troops of men from Tarleton's
and Watson's commands scouring the neighborhood. Dick made up his mind to go off on a
scouting expedition on his own account . Late
in the afternoon he mounted his horse and headed
for the Gladden cabin. When he got near the
hou~, he dismounted, and hiding Major in the
woods, he went ahead on foot. It was fortunate
that he approached the place cautiously, for as
he came to the clearing in which it stood, he
caught sight of two figures near the gate, one
of .which he recognized as Silas Weldon, the
Tory boy. They seemed to be earnestly talking.
"By gum!" Silas was saying angrily, "you have
got to tell me, Eunice!"
"I won't, then, Mr. Impertinence!" retorted the
girl wii h spirit. "I am true to my friends, and
absolutely refuse to explain to you how you can
find the place where the Liberty Boys are concealed."
"But Lieutenant-Colo nel T:;trleton has offered
me ten poµnds if I will gu(de his men to the
camp of either the Liberty Boys or to the place
where Marion has got his ragamuffins concealed."
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"You ought to be ashamed of yourself for let- JJi
ting out yourself as a spy and a sneak for the
enemies of your country!"
"Well, I will tell Tarleton that you know the
secret of their hiding places, and I will guarantee
that he will force you to speak out!" Then he
grabbed the girl by the arm.
But just then Dick stole up right behind him,
caught him by the back of the neck and exclaimed fiercely:
"Let go of that girl, you little sneak and
coward!"
Silas squirmed around, and as he saw who h~ld
him he cried in alarm:
"It is Dick Slater I"
"Yes," answered Dick. "I am the one y-0u
betrayed to Lieutenant Dasher and Tarleton at
their camp, and now I· find you continuing your
dirty work here. If you are allowed to carry
out your purpose this yormg lady is going to get
in trouble. But I shall S'ee that you a:r:e not
allowed to betray her to. Tarleton, if I have to
wring your neck to prevent it!"
"Don't hit me!" gasped Silas in alal'med tones.
"Now you tell me where the British camp is,
or I will shoot you!" and he drew a pistol anrl
placed it against Silas' cheek.
"Spare me !" he howled.
"'Vil! you answer my question?"
"Yes! Yes!"
"Well?"
"They are encamped :n..ar Brown's Mill."
"All right. I will compel you to gui<te my
troops there with the muskets -0f five of the Liberty Boys pointed square at your back, and if
we find that you have deeeived us; I shall order
them to fire and kill you!"
Silas gave a fearful start and sprang to his
.
feet in a panic.
"Don't do tliat!" he gasped. "I will tell you
the truth. They are all at Cain's Cove. If you
go to th1t point where the trees are not so thick,
you can see their tents. They have got rowboats
and are scouring the river banks in search of
·
your hidden swamp."
A smile of satisfaction crossed Dick's face, and
he said:
"I know where the place is, and it would be a
good spot to fix up a trap to smash some of
th.eir boats. Now, then, Silas- Weldon, you come
Wlth me to my camp, and I guess we will make
pretty good use of '"you!"
He flung the scared boy down on the ground,
and securely bound his hands behind his back,
and tied a neckerchief over ·his eyes so he could
not see where he was going, then he said to
.
Eunice:
"Good-by, Miss Gladden. I shall make good
use of this fool, and I can assure you that h e
will not annoy you again in a hurry!"
"Good-by, Dick, and may Heaven watch over
you!" answered the girl.
Dick then dragged the whimpering Tory boy
over to the woods, mounted Major, put Silas upon
the animal'.s back in front of him, and gallcpcd -off into the woods 1 on his way to the hidden
swamp"
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CHAPTER VII.-A Clever Trick on the Enemy.
Dick reached the hidden swamp with Silas on
the saddle in front of him, and was challenged
by Rob Haviland and Gerald Fleming, who were
greatly surprised to see him come in with a
prisoner.
.
.
"
H~ knows
· "I've got a Tory boy," Dick said.
ju«t enouo-h about the swamp to make him dange~-ous, a"nd so I thought I would bring him
along."
Silas was then taken down and unbound, the
bandage taken from his eyes at the same time.
"By gum! if it ain't the hidden swamp!" he
exclaimed, in the greatest amazement. .
"That's what it is," laughed Bob, commg forward with Mark, Jack, and some others.
Silas was gazing about him in the greatest
wonder at everything he saw, and now he exclaimea:
"You've got a right peart camp here, most a s
g-ood as the redcoats. By gum, though, they'll
find you out all right, for they're gomg all up
and down shore, and they are bound to find out
where you be before long."
"Put this fellow in the guard-house, Bob," said
Dick, "and then come to my quarters, you and
Mark. I have a plan to talk over. It concerns
these same redcoats that Silas Weldon talks
:o.bout."
"Whatever Silas attempts is badly done,"
chuckled Mark, as the Tory boy was l~d away
i>y Will Freeman ~nd Sam San~erson. Dick went
to his quarters with the two lieutenants.
"Farther down the river, where the redcoats
are scouring the· shore in boats," Dick s~id,
"there is a snot where a number of us can hide.
There is a c'reek there which leads into one of
the swamps, but it is not ours. The redcoats
will doubtless enter it on the lookout for u s."
' "Then we want to be on the lookout for them,
I suppose?" retorted Bob, with a grin.
· "Yes. There are trees there which are old
and hollow. They may be sawed in two with
little trouble. We will keep them upright by
means of ropes which are to be cut at the proper
moment."
"And then down they go on the redcoats!" cr ied
Mark, with a laugh. "Tha t is an excellent idea!"
"We will smash the boats, r a ther than the r edcoats," added Dick, "as I h ave no particular desire to hurt them unless th ey attack u s. They
will not find the swamp, and I will play a trick.
on them besides."
Dick n-0w picked out a dozen of the Liberty
Boys, and with Bob set out for the spot where
they were going to get the best of the redcoats.
On the edge of the swamp, the boys going in
b oats 1 with saws , axes, stout ropes and other
neede d things, they encountered Quimbo, one of
the runaway negro slaves. Quimbo's master had
been a cruel Tory who treated him with the utmost ha r shness, and caused him and others to
take refug·e in the swamp. Tre man knew a ·l
about the swamp, and Dick said to him:
"Quimbo, you know the cr~ek nea r Cain's
Point, where it leads into the swamp?"
" Ah reckon Ah do os, Mars Cap'n," .said the
negro, · with a grin that displayed all his teeth.
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"You can t ell a tree with a hollow base, cirn't
you, when you see it?''
;, Ah reckon Ah kin, Mars Cap'n," and Quimbo
g rinned again.
"Well, I want you to pi_ck me out a good one,
so get into the boat yonder and come along."
"Wha' yo' wan' ob a holler tree, Mars Cap'n?"
asked the negro, in great surprise. "Dat ain' no
go-od. Yo' done wan' ter fin' a good one."
"Oh , we want to tumble it down on the redcoats, Quirnbo," smiling.
"Ya, ya! dat"am diff'rent!" and the negro fairl y
roared. "Ah show yo' one dat am fus ' rate fo'
dat, Mars Cap'n," and Quimbo got into one of
the boats with some of the Liberty Boys.
Besid es Dick and Bob there were Ben, Sam.
the t wo H a rrys, Jack Warren, Will Freema a ,
Rob Ha viland, Gerald Fleming, and others. The:v
rowed ou t of the s wamp into another, down a
creek, along- the river a short distance, and then
up the creek which led into t he swamp which they
expected the redcoats to explore. Here the y
landed, drawing up the boats and hiding them in
the bushes, having taken out the tools they wanted.
"Dere am a holler base tree, Mars Cap'n," sa id
Quimbo, ;'but yo' don' wan' ter took dat."
"Well, suppose you pick out another. How is
that one over there, a little back from the bank?"
pointing to two trees standing close together.
"Huh! dey am putty good, but cley fall all ter
pieces de minnit yo' chop inter dem. Dere am
two, clusser to de water, what am mo' solider."
"They will do very well, and they are irnarer.
to the bank."
The boys then• got saws and axes and ropes and
went t-0 work. Two stout ropes, painted gray, to
look like a vine, were fastenEJd about the trees,
either end secured to another tree at a little distance. When the trees were sawed in two, tbe
rope would hold it in place until cut, when down
would come everything. The boys worked ranidly, and with saws and axes cut the trees through
a foot above the ground.
The wo.rk being done and no trace of it left
around to show, all the chips and sawdust beingconcealed, the ,bo ys withdrew to the bushes hard
by, and concealed thems elves to wait for the redcoats. Bob secreted himself near one rope and
Harry Judson was at the other. Dick did not
know how long it w-0uld he before the redcoats
came alone:, biit he ·was r eady for th em now, and
could wait. For some t ime not a sound was
heard except the drowsy hum of insects and the
gentle sighing· of the wind. The re was nothing to
show that the bo ys had been at work, and one
might approach without the slightest suspicion of
the trap set to catch the redcoats.
At length Dick's sharp ear caught the sound
of oars, an d he signaled to Bob and the rest to
be read y. No one going along the creek would
have suspected the notes of a woodbird to be a
signal to a lot of waiting boys, but su{!h it was .
There was a boat containing half a dozen British solcliers coming up the creek, all eager to
discover the hidden swamp of the Liberty Boy•s.
There was a swamp a little farther on, and this
might be the very one for which they were in ,
searoh, and it was abso.lutely necessary to exercise the greatest caution. Once they found the
swamp, they would go away quietly, returning
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force sufficient to rout out the "saucy
young rebels" whp dared to bid defiance to the
king and his troops. When Dick had met Tarleton, masquerading under the name of William
Black, he had used the style of language generally indulged in by the redcoats, and the "Butcher"
had failed to see the hidden sarcasm of it, reg arding it as quite the proper talk to u se regarding the despised "rebels" whom he regarded
wi th scant courtesy. On came the redcoa ts, and
the woodbird sang louder and shriller than ever,
:,o that all of the boys could hear it. The Britons
in the boat heard it als o, but regarded it simply
as a bird, and p9ssibly as good to eat, as one or
two of them looked around to see where it was.
The time for action was rapidl y approaching,
and the bo ys were all ready to act at the slightest word. The woodbird san g, the wind sighed
among the trees, and the water spla shed gently
against the l)ank and rippled a long the sides of
the boat. The Liberty Boys saw the boatload of
redcoats coming along the shore, and Dick ex·
claimed:
"Novl!"
Bob cut the l"Qpe and the tree fell, smashing
the skiff and knocking one of the soldjers into
the water uttering a yell. Then Harry cut the
other, and the second tree fell. Then the Liberty
Boys suddenly appeared on the bank, tbeir muskets leveled at the astoni shed redcoats.
"Get ready, Liberty Boys !" cried Dick. "Seize
the redcoats if they attempt to land!"
The bors were disposed to laugh at this, for
there was little else that the redcoats could do,
with their skiff so badly damaged. One of the
redcoats had already been thrown into the watt:.,
and was. raising a great outcry, being already in
mud and water up to his waist.
"Help, help, or I shall sink!" he yelled.
"Swim to shore, you fool!" snarled ·the officer,
whom Dick, to his surprise, recognized as Lieutenant Dasher.
The redcoats were all forced presently to swim
either to the shore close at ·hand or down the
creek to the river. There might be other boats
coming along, for all that Dick knew, and indeed
Silas had spoken of boats, and not just one. Some
of the redcoats now began swimming do·w n the
creek, and Dasher said sharply to those who were
making for the s·hore:
Swim down the
"Don't go there, you fools!
creek. Hello!"
The last exclamation was not uttered to attract the attention of the other boats, which some
of the boys now saw. Bob Estabrook had no idea
of letting Lieutenant Dasher get away, now that
he was so nearly within his grasp. The severed
end of the rope which had held the tree in position was close to his hand. He quickly made a
slip noose in it, and threw it deftly over the redcoat officer's head and one arm. His sudden
tightening of the sanrn caused Dasher to utter
a startled exclamation.
"Come right along, lieutenan t ; don't be bashful. We are very glad to have you call," laughed Bob, as he hauled on the rop,e, literally dragging the angry redcoat to shore. ·
Harry Thurber and Rob Haviland gave him a
hand, laughing hilariously, and Dasher was taken
in, very angry and indignant.
"Keep him, pending an investigation," replied
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Dick, "and in the meantime look out for the rest
' · ''
of the redcoats!"
CHAPTER VIIl.-A Summons from Marion. ·
"Get rejldy, boys!" said Dick.
There were two or three other boats full· of
redcoats coming along, the men having been attracted hy the cries of those in the water. They
had bee.n searchin-g along shore in different places,
trying to find the ;:;ecret hiding place of the Liberty Boys, one having gone up the creek toward
the swamp. Dick saw the boats coming, and now
repeated:
"Ready, boys! Ready to cut the other rope!"
The men in Dasher's 'b oat had swum down the
creek, and were now being picked up by the other
boats.
"Look out!" cried Dick, stepping out upon the
bank in full si~ht. "We sma~ed one of your.
boats, and we will do the same to all of them if
you come on."
"Forward!" cried the officer in the leading
boat. "We are not to be frightened by the
threats of a YO'll11g rebel."
"Look out for yourself, Pope!" cried Das·h er.
"They will let a tree fall on vou and crush
·
your boat."
"You keep quiet!" said Li she Green, hurrying
Dasher away.
The redcoat wou!d not take the warning, however, but ordered his men to row rapidly.
"Go ahead and cut, boys!" cried Dick, fo r they
·
had prepared more trees.
Snap! Crash! Splash! There was a sudden
sharp snap of a severed rope, a crashing among
~he branches overhead, and then a great spla,shmg and many startled exclamations and a lot of
bad language. The obstinate redcoat suddenly
found a tree come crashing right across his boat
breaking it in half, sinkjng it and spilling ali
'
his men into the creek.
The capsized men were swimming toward the
boats, which now withdrew, the men not knowing what might happen next.
"Take aim!" cried Dick, and the bushes fairly
·bristled with muskets and with the ends of round
sticks a,s well. That was an idea of Ben Spurlock's, he being a lively, jolly fellow full of resources. He had collected a number of short
round sticks, and now suddenly thrust them out
of the bushes , giving the idea of that many more
muskets aimed at the redcoats. Ben's little ruse
made the boys smile, but it had quite the opposite effect upon the enemy. They backed away
in great haste, and left the creek as fast as they
could pull away. They were soon at the 1-iver
some of the Liberty Boys running along shor~
and aiming their muskets at them as if the'"
wei:e going to fire. this still further expediting
thell" movements. Th en some of them in a spirit
of bravado fired at the boys, wounding two or
three, but not seriously.
" Fire!" shouted Dick.
At once the boys bl azed away with musket
and pistol, and several of the redcoats were
wounded, some of them seriously.
They now put their tools in the boats, and set
out for the hidden s•~·amp , taking Quimbo with
them . Dasher was pui in Dick' s boat, but was
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blindfolded, so bhat he might not know which way
t hey went. When they reaC'hed the camp the
bandage was taken from his eyes.
"How did you manage to get away, lieutenant?" asked Dick. "The last time I ·s aw ,you it
was as a prisoner."
"Oh, I gave my parole,'' Peturned Dasher carelessly.
"And then went straightway and set to fighting us again?" in surprise. "After you had given
~r our word?"
"Oh, no gentleman regards a promise given to
a rebel!" conte mptuously. "Of course I did."
"You are ·mistaken; a gentleman always regards his promise, no matter to whom it is given.
'l'he trouble with you is that y-0u are not a gent~man !"
"Good!" muttered Bob. "That's a blow straight
fr-0m the shoulder!"
Dasher flushed dee ply, and then turned deathly
pale.
Then Da.s her was taken to the g uardhouse and
~lilas Weldon, the T-0ry boy, was brought out.
"Sil.as Weldon," said Dick, "you are not w-0rth
keeping as a prisoner. You are not worth what
it wO'Uild cost to feed you. I am going to let ,you
go, but let me tell you that if we catch you telling bhe redcoats anything about us, or bothering
ihe Gladdens or any of our friends, or doing anything mean or sneaking, you "'ill get the biggest
t hrashing you ever had in your life!"
"Lemme go!" whined Silas, "an' I won't do
riothin', I promise you."
"I don't think you will, so your promise doesn't
amount to anything. Harry, get Quimbo and
tell him to take this fellow out of the swamp
and put him on the road home. Be sure that he
is blindfolded all the way."
The negro took Silas an<l landed him on the
shore at a point where he knew his way home,
leaving him blindfolded, but not bound. When
Silas tore off the bandage the negro had disappeared and he had no notion whither. He had no
more idea of the direction in which the camp lay
than he had before, therefore, and the boys
would take good care that he never did. While
Quimbo was gone the boys heard a sudden comm-0tion in the swamp and saw the negroes running in all directions, uttering cries of terror.
Then Dick suddenly saw the strange old negro
woman waving a forked stick above her head
and uttering strange words. She da1ted away in
a moment, an4 was gone, and then Dick called
Scipio to his hut and said:
"You must not bobher that poor mad w-0man.
Can't you let her ailone?"
Two -0r three of the negroes came fo!'Wlard, and
Scipio said, in respectful tones:
"We don' bodder she, Mars Cap'n. Her am a
witch 'oman, a Voodoo! We all don' bodder
she, her oodder we all. Eve'ywhere we all goes
her done come an' chase we all away. Dat am
Molly, de '"';tch. Her frow bad spell ober yo',
make yo' sick."
"The woman is harmless, Scipio, and you must
not trouble her. She will not harm you, and ,you
must let her alone. You would not want to go
back to y-0ur cruel masters?"
"No Mars Cap'n, we don' wan' te1· do dat,"
said ah the negroes, greatly impressed.
"Very well; 1ihen don't trouble this poor woman,
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and you won't have to do so ; but if you do, I
may have to tell hem where you are.''
All the negroes fell on their knees in a moment,
~
and held up their . hand~ imploringly to Dick.
"Don' yo' do dat, Mars Cap'n!" they begged.
"And you will let poor mad Molly aione ?"
'
"Yas, Mars Cap'n!" in earnest chorus.
"Very good. Now go and look after your garden-.; and other work, and don't let me see or
hear of your troubling this poor woman again."
When the negroes had gone Dick said to Bo·h
and the boys around:
"S<>me one has buried money here in the swamp
to keep the enemy from getting it and Moll:v
knows about it. She may have been :{house se~
ant. If the people are dead and there is no claimant to the money, we would be entitled to it if
we found it. 1t Would be of use to the cause am!
'
I would like to find it on that account."
"Yes; for whether it is much or little our
government coula make good use of it." dec'lared
.
Bo~
"If _you see t~i~ woman ~ltd she is iu any sort
of rational cond1t1on, quest10n her about it" Dick
'
continued. "Do you ever see her? "
"Only oow and then, " replied Ben Spurlock
"and she is generally wild and inc<>herent as sh~
'
'\Yas just now."
"If you can get her confidence, ask her a few
9uestions about , the. buried treasure, as I j udge
1t to be. ,I don t t1nnk there are anv gold mines
hereabou~.' and it is probabl)- money that has
been buried by the owners to keep it from fall•
inP' into the hands of the enemy."
"The Gladdens ~nd other patrio.ts of the neighborhood ltave buried wme of their belongings to
keep them out of the hands of the ·enemy and
from the To1·ies as well," remarked Walter' Gaylord.
"Oh,: Walt would be apt to know all about the
Glacklens,'' said Mark, in his teasing fashion anci
·
'
Walter laughed as well as others.
Later in the dav, well on toward evening. in
fact, one of Marion's men came to the swamp and
was shown to Dick's hut at once as he said he
had a matter of importance to co~municate.
"The general wants you to be with the Liberty
Boys near De Groot's Mill at nine o·clock cap·'
tain," he said.
'
"Very good, corporal; we will be there."
"Colonel Watson is on the ~'ay here to do what
Dasher and Tarleton can't. and our little .,.eneral
wants to surprise 'him, and he reckons that if you
~nd the Liberty Boy>: take a hand, he can do a
right smart 1ihing toward snakin' the colonel
out'n here pretty sudden.''
"Very good, Corporal. Tell General Marion
that we will be on hand at the time and Jllace
named."
"All right, captain," and the ml'ssenger went
his way, the Liberty Boys letting out a tremendous cheer whoo. they heard what he had come t<>
see Dick about.
CHAPTER IX.~A Night March and a Skirmish.
After dark, taking just enough time to reach
the place appointed, the Liberty Bovs set out
on their horses, leaving- the hidden S\Vamp dark
and lonely, no one but the runaway negroes being
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left behind. Dick lrnew that they would protect
the camp from any possible enemies, as he and
the Liberty Boys had protected them, and he had
little fear of any one finding their way to it.
He knew that Silas Weldon would be afraid to
venture there, and was sure that even with his
knowledge of the swamps of the region, he could
not find it. If Silas or any one else tried to enter
the swamp the negroes would frighten them away
he knew, and he therefore felt safer in leaving
the place to itself than •he had on his last excursion against the r edcoats.
Dasher had already been sent away, and there
was nothing to fear from him. The boys made
their way out of the sw amp by the secret ways
lrnown only to themselves and a few others, and
then dashed a lon g the road to the mill with the
speed of a whirlwind, reaching there just a mom ent before Marion himself came up.
.
"You are prompt, captain," said Marion.
"Punctuality is not only a virtu e, but a duty,
general," replied Dick. "Many a battl e has been
lost by d12.lay."
"Very true, captain ," replied_ Marion, wtth a
smile.
Dick and Marion rode side by side for a time,
the general saying :
"Watson intends to cross the river at a ford
below here and advance to join Tarleton, who
does not .yet know that he is coming so soon. If
we can keep him on the other side of the river
and prevent his communicating· with Tarleton,
we . may perhaps weaken him so much that he
wifl go hack without trying to accomplish what
he came for."
"Watson is determined, general," remiarked
Dick, "and not easily turned from his purpos·e ."
"Exactly, captain, but he thinks Tarleton knows
that he is coming, and if the Butcher fails to
form a union w~th him, he will imagine that
something has happened to prevent it."
That makes a difference, of
"Ah, I see !
course."
'"We caotured his messenger, and General Marion read his dispatches instead of Lieutenant
Colonel Tarleton."
"Which puts an en tirely different face upon the
matter," smiling.
"Exactly, and now, instead of meeting T arleton or his representative at the ford, he will meet
-a man who, he says, will not fight either like a
Christian or a gentleman," laughing.
"Watson said that, gen er al, because you would
not let him cut you to pieces," replied Dick, who
had heard what Watson h ad said of Marion befo re.
And I don't see why I should," shortly.
They went on toward the ford at a gallop,
Marion being noted for his rapid marches and the
Liberty Boys emulating him in this as well as in
other things. At length Marion sent Dick ahead
with the Liberty Boy:; to cro ss the river and wait
for Watson to come up, attacking him with the
greatest vigor, Marion to support him and keep
Watson on the other side while the gallant boys
fell back. Dick was well pleased with this arrangement, for it showed that Marion had the utmost confidence in him, and as for the boys, they
were simply delighted with it.
Dick and the brave fellows went on with a
rush, and reached the ford well ahead of WatA
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son, of whose apIJ:roach they saw no sign. They
crossed the river, and then waited in the thicket
for the enemy to co.me on. At length Dick, whose
ears were sharper than Bob's or Mark's, or than
those of any of the boys, heard the sound of the
redcoats' coming.
"They are coming, boys," he said. "Get ready
to give them a thorough surprise."
On came the redcoats, never dreaming of any
opposition, and expecting to meet another force
at the ford and then march against Marion. All
of a sudden, with the river in sight, three score
gallant boys in blue and buff, mountect on fine
horses, da shed out into the open, and a ringing
voi ce was h eard saying: ·
"Halt ! Advance at your peril!"
''13y Geor ge! rebels, upon my word!" roared
v\Tatson. "Char ge upon the rascals! Drive them
into the river!'"
The click of sixty triggers was heard, and the
redcoats paused, irresolute.
"Cha1·ge!" roared WatsoR. "Down with the
rebels!"
Behi nd the first line of boys there now appearsd another, ready to rush forward to support them and take their places on t.he second
volley. 'l'here was nothing haphazard about the
Liberty Boys, as they were well drill ed antl like
veterans, having had years of practical experience, and having fought under the best and bravest generals in the Continental army. Watson
realized thi s , but he was not going to back down,
and he sent his men charging upon the brave
boys, who stood as firm as a rock. Dick gave
the word to fire, and there was -a roar from the
muskets of the brave boys. Then the second
line fired, and the first emptied th eir pistols and
fell back. Then there came a shout from the
other side of the river, and Marion and his
"ragged regiment," as the enemy s·l ightingly called them, came dashing over ready to enga'ge Watson.
The fight waxed hot in a short time, and Watson fell back to bring up his reserves, whi ch were
well in the r ear . The patriots no w recrossed the
iiver, and took up an advantageous po sition on
the other side, and Watson, coming 1.1p, hesitated
to cross. At length, hoping to steal a march on
the patriots, he took up his march on one side,
while the Liberty Boys and l\Iarion's men kept
up w ith him on the other, from time to time keeping up a fusina.de which greatly harassed their
foes across the stream, n arrow at this point.
This sort of fighting was not at all to Watson 's
liking, but he was averse to crossing- in the face
of such determined opposition, and there was
nothing el se to be done. The re was light. enough
for the patriots to see their enemies, and the firing was kept up for a n hour or more, when Watson drew off hi s forces and seemed to be holding
a conference with his officers.
"He knows that something untoward has happened," declared Bob. "Not having met with
Tarleton or any of his force, I guess he thinks
that his alli'es have deserted him."
"He will think that Marion is less of a gentleman than ever," laughed Mark merrily, "and
will probably put the Liberty Boys in the same
category."
The night wore on, and there was no more
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fighting, the patriots resting on their arms and
waiting for Watson to continue hostilities.
"Tarleton is not here, Watson is not sure of
hls coming at all, and to cross over is too hazardous," said Marion to Dick at length, "and my
opinion is that by morning there will be no Watson on the other side."
"All we can do is to wait and see, I suppose,
general."
"That is all, captain."
Dick , let the greater part of his comp an~· go to
sleep, the others keeping a watch upon the river,
these bei,ng relieved fram time to time, so that
all had a chance to get a needed rest. There was
110 further demonstration from the other side of
the river, and at daybreak, as Marion had predicted, there was nothing to be seen of the enemy.
"Watson has gone a.way in disgust," laughed
Bob. "I don't suppose he will ca11 it a victory
for our side, but it is, all the same."
"It certainly is, one way you look at it," returned Dick, "for we prevented a union wjtb
Tarleton, even if we did not drive him away, and
that is a decided victory, I think."
Marion decided to return to his camp and
harass Tarleton as before, not judging that Watson would be back soon, and, after prepa1ing a
light breakfast, they all set out together, the
Liberty Boys in high spirits and ready for further adventures. They rode rapidly, and did not
encounter any of the enemy, and it was not likely that the latter knew of their march against
Watson.
''The redcoats will be trying to find our camp
again, no doubt," Dick said to Bob, as they rode
on "and we must be on the watch for them as
before."
"There will be lively times along shore,'' the
young lieutenant returned, "especially if Tarleton !ea111s how \Ye got ahead of him and kept
Watson from joining· him. There will be lively
times along shore," the young lieutenant returned "especially if Tarleton learns how ·we got
ah~ad of him and kept Watson from joining him.
There _will be some mighty mad redcoats when
it is found out, as it is bound to be, sooner or
later."
.
"Yes, some one wil~ get to Tarleton eventually,"
observed Dick, "and then the thing will come out.
We will be back in our camp by that time, however, and ready for them."
"And perhaps we can ~lay them anofoee trick,"
with a grin.
.
"Yes, and catch a few redcoats."
The Liberty Boys reached their camp at length,
and found everything as they had left it, the
negroes reporting that no one had been near the
place, and that nothing of an alarming nature had
occurred during the boys' absence. A short whlle
after Carl and Patsy, while foraging around,
were approached by black Molly, who offered to
show them where there was a quantity of gold
hidden.. They followed her lead, and she took
them to an old log hut, where they saw a skeleton lying on the floor inside. Molly told them
the gold was buried under the skeleton. Then
she left them.
Patsy and Carl returned to the camp and told
the boys what the black woman had said.
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CHAPI'ER X.-Another Rout for the Redcoats.
Dick and Bob took several of the boys and
returned with Patsy and Carl. They removed the
skeleton to. one side and began to dig, shortly
coming to a chest which was marked with the
name of Wi:lliam Henry Gaylord. The chest contained bags of gold and silver coin. A number of
letters and papers bearing the name of William
Henry Gaylord were found, mid there was no
question that the chest belonged to him. It was
taken out of the 11-0le in the ground and put in
the boat in which Dick and the boys had come
the skeleton being put in its place.
'
"There is at least some elue to the owner of
the chest," muttered Bob, "but whose is the skeleton?"
"I can't tell," replied Dick, "but perhaps the
old negro woi:nan can. . We must ask her when
We see her next."
The boys set out for the camp, meeting Walter
on the way, coming in great haste.
"Some one has found one of the approaches to
the hidden swamp, captain," he said, "and there
are redcoats coming to it in boats and on foot. ·
Lieutenant Morrison . i~ massing the Liberty Boys
at one or two weak pomts to meet and drive them
back."
"Very good .. Hurry, boys, we must get there
an<l take part m the defense of our camp " said
Dick, dismissing all thoughts of the chest ~d its
owner from his mind.
Mark had had scouts out as usual, and these
had detected the approach of the redcoats and
had at once given warning, the alarm being rapidl,y spread, and Walter being sent for Dick and
the rest. It was thought that some Tory of the
neighborhood had discovered the swamp and had
brought th e redcoats, as it was not considered
that Silas knew enough about it, although he
may have helped. When Dick and the rest arrived ~t the _cai:ip, mus~ets were beginning to
rattle m tlie hve~est fashlon, t~e redcoats having
found a weak pomt and throwmg a considerable
force against it.
Toward tills point Mark sent boys in boats as
well as on foot, and they were now peppering
the redcoats in great shape, attacking them where
they least expected it. Dick left Mark to defend this point, and sent Bob with a strong force
to attack one flank of the enemy while he took
another to the opposite flank. The boats were
left moored to the bank, and the boys hurried
·a:way to defend their camp and swamp. Crossing
by a secret way which seemed impassable Dick
su ddenly fell upon the enemy, and made' ttlem
think more of defending; themselves than of attacking the boys. He did not see Tarleton, and
f:upposed that the latter had sent his men to attack the camp with the intention of coming up
later himself with another foree. With Dick at- '
tacking them on one side and Bob on another,
the redcoats presently found themselves between
the jaws of a trap and in great danger o! being
caught fa.st.
·
Then there was a sudden ringing shout at another part of the swamp, and a detachment of
Marion's men was seen coming on at a gallop.
Dick quickly sent Jack Warren on his speedy bay
mare to guide the newcomers, as they m_ight not
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'know the be$t way into the swamp. The redcoats now fell back rapidly, seein~ Ghat capture
threatened them if thev remainea, and at once
,he gallant boys begarr to assail them mo;:,t furious] v.
Muskets rattled, pistols crack~d. quick
orders were shouted, horses neighed, brave boys
cheered, and the din was terrific. Smoke now
and then obscured the scene, but the boys pushed
<:n, and soon Marion's men joined in the frar.
and the redcoat~ were hard pushed . T•hey made
their way out of the swamp in hot haste , abandoning their boats, and seeking safety a3 best
they might. Then a trumpet blast was heard; and
reinforcements were seen corning, led presw11abl>·
bv Tarleton himself.
. ''Never mind!" cried Dick. "Charge on the redcoats! Give it to the marauders hot and heav>-.
vV e've enough of us!"
And then there was another shout, and .:\-Iarion
himself with another divLion of hi" hardened
.:g·hters', was seen coming:- Shout.• fairly rent
the air as the boys and then· ,·eter1an alhe5 charged upon the enemy. For all the ~oast of _the
rPdcoats that they were the best--r.rame<l so!d1en;
t'~ Europe, Marion and Dick Slater had no fear
of them, and now, gathering· their men· an<l boy;;
to,..,.ether they charg·e<l with the g;reatest vim .
:iring ra'p idly. and making every "l:ot telt. The
enemy driven out of the swamp. were unalJle to
make ~ stand, and \\·ere soon "ent r ee ling back
upon their reinforcements, throwing· the latter
into confusion. Then a number of the ne.P,Tc>e:;
from the s wamp came up, maki;1g- a great din
a nd giving the impression that this wa;; another
division of the patriot army.
The force of example '':as more than the fre~h
a rriV'als could withstand, and in sp ite of 'Iadeton's fiercely shouted order:::, the entire budy of
redcoats was soon on the iun, pur~ued h<itl v b;.Marion and Dick Slater >lith his Liberty Rov~.
In the retreat Silas Weldon and two or three
men known to be Tories were ,:een making their
way at a1l speed on horseback across an open
wood to a thicker one .
,
"Catcli. those fellows and give Silas a good
thrashing!" cried Dick. and at once Jack Warren, Ben Spul'lock . and the two Harry:> set out
in pursuit, being the \Jest mountetl of the bo~·3
near at hand.
The Tories scatteTed this way .and that, and
Silas speedily found him~elf abandoned and the
chief object of pursuit . He :o:purred anrl ]a!;hed
his horse into full speed, and even at that c\is tance the boys saw that he "'a.:; pale and t1·emblirig, and was evidently in a terrible fright. Jack
Wru:ren, having the speedieBt animal of all . quickly took the lead. and gained rapidly upon Sila~,
who was thrashing his horse with the loose reins
.and yelling· at the top of his voice. Then J.ack .
in a spirit of mischief, shot off uhe Tory boy'~
hat, t~king· a lock of hair with it, but not injuring ('' .
.
0
·~I d have suppo~d the bo;· \\'a>' in deadlr
peril t;:; die ~-ell he Jet out, however, a.nd then he
rolled from the saddle, landed in a spot of soft
- ground, and yelled still more lustily. · The horse
went on into the \\'OOd, and Jack present!~· rode
up and dismounted .
"Have you a good big jack knife, Silas?" he
a sked.
•
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Silas got up. louke<l at . Jack, felt himself aJJ
over, an<l muttered:
"Yes, I have. What do you want it for?"
"Cut a good stro ng birch s>dtch. "
S!las, thinking that he would ha 1·e a chance to
defend hirnzelf, did a,; directed, taking p:nticu lar pains to cut an exceeding!~, tol)gh a:nd wiry
;,witch.
"Now give it to me," .said Jack, as the others
came up.
·"You het I'll give it to you!" snorted Silas, as
he aimed a particularly vicious blo11· at Jack.
The latter ~prang as ide, am! the fo<·ce of the
bJo,1· cau~ed Silas to measure his lemnll rrn the
tu1f and to lose his switcJi. .Jack picked it up,
caug-ht Silas by the coliar of hi.;, rough coat,
dragged him upon his feet, and-then proc-~eded to
make him dance . Sila s's dancing 11·as not at all
g11aceful, nor were his crie~ mehdious Rs Jack
made the switch play about his leg~ ;wd acroRs
Jijs back. Ben Spurlock and the two Harrys fair1,· roared a~ the~· watched the Tory boy's gyratio1111 and lii'tene<;l to his >·ells and had language.
"You don't fight fair, ) ou blame rebel!" he
::elled. "You'd orteT lemme have a switch, too,
and-ouch!"
·
"Capta in Slater let ~·ou go ,and told you that
he -,,·ould <lo nothing· as long as ~·ou bd1ayed y~r 
':elf. Sila~,'' !"a.id Jack. "You sho\\'ed the rndcoats our hidden swamp."
"Ouch! You quit! Xo, I didn't! :\Ie and Pete
Dilling-ham found it togethe1-. Whyn't !'OU lick
him, too~ Wow! You stop!"
·'Well. you had something to do with it, at any
rate!"
"Yes, I did ; and I'll do it again, too, ~-ou rebels-ouch'. You quit!" •
Jack brnugh t the switch across Sila3's leg.;; in
a part!c.ularly Ainging fashion, causing; it to
t \\·i5t abuut them a1-1d giving an extra cut. Silas
danced ancl ~·elled and tried to slip out of his
coat, and finally did, leaving that and his shirt
as well in Jack·~ grasp: The boy~ laughed heartily, while Jack flung the garmen ts after Silas,
\\'ho, ho.w ever, did not come back after them .
"That will keep mJa5 Weldon quiet for a while,
I gues"," laughed Ben, as Silas disappeared.
"He won't want to come \Vithin ten miles of
our camp aft.er this, you better believe.'' chuckled
Harn· T11urber.
"He'll '"ow revenge against you, Jack," said
HartT Judson . "That was the funnie.;;t :-;ight I've
seen in a year, though!"
"He thought he was going to gfre it to me,"
laughed .jack, "an 1l he picked out the toughest
,,witch he could find. Well, I was onl)· obeying
orders."
"And ;·ou did it in a manner to sati~f:: any one,
olc! rnan ,'' declared Ben . "~o one could find fau.lt
wi th tbe \\' a)· you did it."
The boys now rode back, seeing .nothing of
Silas or the men who had been w ith him, but
laughing all the way. The Liberty Boys and
:;.viarion's men ga\'e the redcoats a good chase, t ill
at l~ngth the latter having scattered in i11any directlO'n". the boys halted and pre~ently retu1ned
to thei1· camp in the hidden swamp. Not till they
were back in camp did Dick think of the treasure
dug up in the old log hut . and then he sent for
Walter Gaylord, ai1d a"k~~ :
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"Do you know who William H enry Gaylord is,
Walter ?"
"Yesi. he was my great uncle."

"He lived hereabouts?"

"Yes; he was my father's uncle. He was killed

a f ew years ago wit h all his fa mil.y by redcoats
and T ories."
"Did he have any money?"
" He wa s supposed to have, but none of it wa s
ever found."
"Would he h ave bu ried it in the swam p, do you
think.:?"
"H e might; but he never told m y father about
it , or if he did I would net know it, as father and
a ll a r e dead."
Then Dick told about finding t he chest in the
old hut , and of the papers in it, an<l the marks
on the cover.
·
'"l'·he chest would belong to you, wouldn't it,
Walter?" he asked.
·
"Yes, it would, as there are no ot ier Ga. lords
living;, er not of that branch, anyhow'."
"What shall we do with the che t. Walter?"
"Keep it. captain, to devote to the cause of in depe_nclence."
,
-C.HAPTER XL- T he Mystery Explained.
There were on e or two questions botherin ~
Dick in reg-ard to the trea su re found in the ol d
hut in the swamp. One was how tl:ie old negress
happened to k now about it, a .d the other was
how the skeleton ca me to be ther? and whose it
was.
"Did your gr eat-uncle have ne~To servants,
Walter ?" he ask ed. "Wt!s old Moll y one?"
"I don 't kn ow, cap tain," the boy r etur n ed. "We
did not live here, you know, a!jd I never saw
Uncle Wi lli>am Henry. He li'C'ed hereabouts., but
we lived in qu ite an other part of the Carolinas."
"T hen she mi ght have been one of the serv·
a nts ?"
"Yes. for they h a d them . Some of the slaves
were killed with the fa mily, I always unde'rstood.
Others ran away."
Ol d Moll y may have been one of tJhem, and the
disaster turn ed her brain," suggested Dick. ."It
seems reason a ble en ou gh . That would account
for her kn owin g of the treasure being buried
here ."
"Yes, so it would , an d she may have been one
of the h ouse ser vants. That I don't know."
"That p::trt of th e mystery is easily explained,
then ," said Dick. "Bu t how the skeleton got there
is a mystery. We may never find out. Still, it
does not matter very mu ch. Some one may have
hanged himself in the place."
"\Vell , at any rate, we have the molley and the
valuables, and however the ske'leton got there, it
canno t make mu ch differen ce," declared Bob. "It
is singu.Jar, however, that the chest s.hould have
belonged t o a relation of one of the Liberty
Boys."
"Not !§t> ve ry, as many of th e patriots living
in the n eighborhood have done the same t hin g."
"Well , no, I rnppose it is not. Ma ny p erson s
in the no r th have hidden their belonging s to k eep
• t hem from fa lling in to the hands of the en emy,
· ·b ut none of our boys ' fo lks ever happened to do
it."
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"\ii/alter Paw t he pap ers, looked them over, and
said that there was no doubt that they had belonged t o his great-uncle, as cert ain th ings were
men t ioned which he knew about, ha ving heard his
father speak of th em on many occasions.
"Th en there is no doub t th at these things belong to you, if th er e a r e n o mor e of t he family
Jiving," declared Dick.
"I don't know of any, a nd I know t hat my father's uncle intended him t o have everything; t ha t
he had. You might find a wil! amon g the papers,
and that would settle the questio n ."
"Yes, we might. and perhaps the old n egro w oman knows something of it. We must a sk her
when we see her."
The boys did not see the strange old woman
for two or t hree days. but t he next morning Dick
s:::w Quimbo , and said :
"You have not trou bled Molly lately, Quimbo,
and that is all right. Wh ere does she live?"
"Nobody don no , Mars Oap'n," said the negro.
"Ole l\Ioll, ~he put on air sometimes 'cause she
aone live in de gran ' house one time. Mars Willum Henry. she master. Quimbo done k nowed
him. Soger come, bad man come, an' kill u m
all."
"Did Molly li ve with the Gay lords?"
"Molly done live with Mars Willum H enry ,
run a>'"av in swam p, be ole witch woman, aftah
time so.iers come."
,
"Don't von think that that was what made h er
cl'a7,y, Quimho ?"
"Donno. Mars Cap·n. Ah s'pects she allu"s wus
kind o' queer. livin' at rl e gran' house. Dem
nigg-ahs wha' lives in r:rra n ' houses allu s g ets deir
reads turned a Tilly bit, a n ' sometim es mo' dan
dat."
""You d'On't know where sh e is now ?"
"N"o, Mars Cap'n."
"Do You know about the old · log hut in the
swamp?"
The negTO trembled and then said, with every·
evidence of fear:
" Dat place am bewitched, Mars Cap'n. None
ob de nig?:a;hs dare go neah clat place. 0 1' Moll y,
he am witch woml'ln , she don' car' 'hou t it . Da t
am where rle man dcme hung hisse'f."
"Wl1at for, Quimbo ?" asked Dick , greatl y interested.
"Ah donno, Mars Cap'n. Some fol ks say he
am one ob de bad men wh a' done ki ll Mars Willnm Henry, an' dat he do dat cause de bad sperrit
done make him."
"How long ago was t his, Quimbo ?"
"What time he do dat ?"
"Yes-was it a year or two, or only a short
time?"
"Dat am, summah time when bad man don e kill
Mars Wiilum Henr y. Nex' summah ti m e, on de
ve'y day, man come hang hisself in ole hut.
Molly she laugh an' ho ll er, an' say da t g~od fo '
he. Molly she frow spell ober he, dat de reason."
·
"Well, t hat is a certain explan ation," said Dick
to himself.
W hen n ext he saw t he old negro woman he
said:
"You have been away, Molly , fo r some days?"
"Molly go where gra nd house was. Molly go
there every ·year.. Captain dig in hut?"
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"Yes, and found the chest. A1:e there any of
the family alive?"
"Master Walter, him be grand nephew, him
alive, .o ne of captain's soldiers. Him have it."
"Very go-0d. Did you know the man who hanged himself in the hut?"
"Bad man, g·ood for him, bad spirit make him
d-0. good, Molly glad," and the strange old creature laughed wildly and suddenly ran away into
the swamp.
"We will probably not learn any more about
it," Dick said to himself, "but _thi s is enough. I
do not wonder that the negroes were afraid to
go near the place, and that they feared Molly,
but they will not annoy her any more, and she
may not be as wild as she has been, now that the
treasure is found and restored to one who has a
claim on it."
Dick told a num ber of the boys what Molly
had told him, and Bcrb suggested that the old log
hut be destroyed, as it was of no u se to any one
and might make the negroes less afraid if it
were taken away.
"I think it will be a good idea to take it down
myself," declared Dick. "It is of no use, and the
spot was a terrible p]ace."
The boys went there with bal's and axes, cut a
number of trees, and, usjng them as leve1·s, they
brou~ht the wretched old structure to the ground
and carried away the rubbish to make fires of.
After that it was not likely that the place would
have any further terrors for tJhe negroes, and it
would soon be forg-0tten. Tarleton, unable to find
Marion, and cliagrinecl at his failure to rout the
Liberty Boys, presently went away, ~:m t the boys
did not grow over-confident, knowmg that he
might rnturn or that some one might come in .his
place, and kept a sharp lookout as before.
A .day or so after Dick had seen old Molly and
the hut in the swamp had been destroyed, he and
· a number of the boys, including Walter Gay'k>rd,
were riding in· t11e direction of the Gladden place
when they met Silas Weldon's father and two or
three other Tories.
' "You've been harboring some runaway slaves
of mine, you pesky. young rebels," sputter~d Weldon "and I'm going to hold .you responsible for
the 'loss of their services."
"I oan't see how that can be," replied Dick,
"-seeing that the negroes were ther~ wl1en we
came to the swamp. As for harboring them, they
take care of themselves, and we have nothing· to
do witn thm. We do not see them som etimes for
days."
"You are a-harboring of them," muttered one
of the men with Weldon. "You've got the place
guarded so that no one can get into it to get
their property, and that's just tbe same. One or
two of my niggers are there, and I'm going- after
'em, and if you stop me I'll have you dealt witH
according to the law."
"If you want to go to the swamp and recover
what you call your property, although I deny the
iight of -any man to hold another as a slave, no
matter what his color,'' declared Dick, "you are
at liberty to do so, but if you bring any redcoats or any one else to disturb us, we will regard
you a~ enemies and fire upon you the same as we
,,·ould fire upon them."
"You don't own the swamp," growled Weldon,
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"and if we want to go in 'y ou got no right to keepus out."
"Neibher do J.ou own it, but these are war
times, and if you try to drive us out of our
camp we have the right to protect ourselves. The
swamp belongs to no one, but if you come there
on a peaceful errand you will not be mo•l ested."
Then the boys rode on, and Bob said, sputtering:
"They don 't know how to find the place, and
that is just bluster about coming here to find the
negroes."
"They sometimes take dogs to hunt the negroes,'' said Walter Gaylord, "but they can't do
much in the swamp, as there is too much water,
which destroys the trail."
Riding on, the boy.s at length reached the Gladden cabin, the scene of more than one stirring·
adventure for Dick and others, and saw Mrs.
Gladden come out.
"Did you meet E>mice ?" slle asked. "She \vent
the way you were likely to come. She had something to tell yo u. There are redcoats in the
neighborhood again."
"No, we have not seen her,'' Dick answe1·ed.
"Redc!Oats, eh? Then we will have to look out
for them."
"Did she take the upper or lower road, Mrs.
Gladden?" asked Walter.
"The lower one, as she thought that would get
her there sooner."
"And we took the upper one, as it happened,"
said Dick. "Well, she wi11 see Lieutenant Morrison, and he will receive her news, so that it will
_
be the same as if we had been there."
The boys rode on, got a distant view of the
tents of the redcoats, and then started back by
the other road, so as to meet Eunice on her return, and give Walter a chance to see her. They
were well past the Gladden place on the other
road when they met a boy on foot coming along
in great haste.
"Hallo!" he said. "Si Weldon and some other
Tory fetllows have run away with the Gladden
girl, and I was coming to tell her mother."

CHAPTER XII.-Silas Runs Away.
"Do you know this boy, Walter?" asked Dick.
"Yes, he is Billy '.tfolan, a good patriot boy.
When did thi;; happen, Billy?"
"A little while ago, back there on the road.
I've been coming on as fast as I could, but I
didn't ·h ave any ·horse, and I can't run fast."
"How man y were there besides Silas?'! asked
Dick.
"Four or five, and some of 'em were big fellows. There wa s Rastus Light and :Joel Weeks
and Lem Higgins."
•
"I know them all," declared W•auter. "They are
rank Tories, the lot of them, and big bullie's besides."
"First, I saw them coming," continued the boy,
"and hid in the bushes, 'cause I was afraid they
might give me a licking, being so many of 'em.
and that's the kind they are." .
·
"Sure enough," said Walter, shortly.
"Then I saw the girl coming along, and all 0£

"
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a su dd en Si and the rest of 'em rushed out grab- hearing Bob and his boys doing the same at the
~ed her horse, sent him flying, and took her off rear. Down went the front door, and in rushed
mto the woods."
t~e boys W1th a shout. Ben and Sam seized the
. "I am glad we met you," declared Dick. "See big fellow who had been at the window and threw
if you. can fi nd the horse and take him home. hirr1_ out with little ceremony.
'
Come on, boys, we must find where these felcabin was on fire, from
the
of
chimney
T?e
lows went into the woods."
~avmg beei; neglected, and smoke was pouring
W a1ter took the boy up behind him, and then mto the mam room. Two more Tory boys leaped
to
coming
shortly
gallop,
a
at
on
rode
all
they
out of the windows and made their escape, and •
the place where the Tory boys entered the woods. then the boys began to look for Eunice. They
rana
pay
s
u
make
to
try
will
probably
"They
~roke open this door and that, and finally found
som for Eunice," said Dick, " so as to get revenge. ner up .m the loft, l>ound hand and foot, and with
yet,
thrashing
Silas has not had a good enough
a gag m her mout'h to prevnt her crying out.
and needs another."
Th~ cabin was now on fire in the loft a nd the
The boys went after Eunice's horse, and then ~ame~
were spreading rapidly, the boy~ having
all but two of the Liberty Boys hurried into the Just time to get out with Eunice before the whole
woods, following the trail, the others staying place bcame a roaring furnace. The heat grew so
behind to look after the horses.
fierce that the boys had to get away from the
At length they came in sight of a log cabin i-n cabin, and the wind quickly carried t:he flames to
very bad repair and saw smoke coming out of the next, aI;d t hi s was in a short time past sav.
•
the mud chimney.
..
ing.
Then they sudd enly saw Silas Weldon come out
to the r oad, and then to
back
went
rill
boys
The
of the bu shes with a bucket of water in his and. the Gladden house, Eunice riaing behind Walter
"By gum!" he cried. suddenly dropping the
on his horse. The boy ·who had told them of the
pail. "Hi, hi, rebels, look out for yourselves!"
in during their abThen he dashed into the thicket again, and the gi rl's abd uction had come
that they were
boys heard him running as fast as his legs could sence, and had told Mrs. Gladden
on the trail of the: young ruffians.
carry him.
Silas Weldon ran so fl1st and to such good purThe ca.bin door was suddenly shut with a bang,
in that part
and then one of the windows, an evil-faced, over- pose that he never again appeared
and regrown lout of a boy appearing at another and •of ~he couuntr)'., and the others ran away left
the
mamed . away till after the Liberty Boys
saying doggedly:
their
of
service
the
in
elsewhere
went
and
Sante
give
to
going
aren't
we
bui
here,
in
gal's
"The
.
her up unless you pay us a lot of money. We country.
aren't a-skeered o' you like them other fellers,
we'll tell you that."
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
Dick gave a sudden shrill whistle, and made a
OR,
dash for the door, the boys with him following. BOYS AND THE BLACK HORSEMAN;
They battered on the door with their muskets, DEFEATING A DANGEROUS FOE."
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No. 95, out October 15,11 will be double its
present thickmss. It will have a new cover
of poster design, the type will be larger, and it
will contain only stories by the most brilliant
writers in the world. It's inside title-pages will
be handsomely illustrated. There will be sixtyfour pages of gripping reading matter. No
amount of money and brains have been spared
to make it the very best magazine on the market.
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the mystery unsolved. We will pay One Hundred·
Dollars for the most correct explanations of th
e
mystery, distributed as follows:
$50.00
25.00
10.00
5.00

for the best answer,
for the second best,
for the third best,
each for the 4th, 5th and 6th best.

1:here will be three res,ponsible judges, and if a
tie. occurs eac~ contestant will receive an equal
REAL MONEY GIVEN AWAY!
prize.. There 1s ~o humbug about this contest.
Genume ~one~ Wiil b.e sen.t to the winners.
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Full details will be given 111 No. 95, out October
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. 15. Be sure to get a copy, and try your I .Ir.
.
uc
A short story will be published. It ends, leavmg Tell all your friends about it.
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CURRENT NEWS
WATER PIPES FOR CELL BARS.
The latest idea of prison construction is to use
for bars metal pipes filled with water kept under
high·pressure by connection with a central pump.
The slightest break in any bar would cause a j et
of water to spurt, and the leakage would be registered at once on a dial at the central pump.
GRE ATEST PHOSPHATE BED FOUND IN
IDAHO.
A deposit of rock phosph ate sevel'al times as
large as all other deposits in the world put together has recently been discovered in Ida ho.
Phosphate is the great fertilizer for soil, without
which agriculture would perish .
Phosphate rock of thi s sor t u sed to sell before
the war for from $4 to $5 a ton. Experts of th e
United States Geological Survey and the State of
Idaho estimate that there are in this one deposit
fully one hundred billion tons. The field is about
500 miles long, 300 miles wide, and is situated
in the eastern counties of Idaho, th e westel'n
counties of Wyoming and extends into Montana
on the north and Utah OJ). the south .
SERGT . ADKIN£ SETS NEW WORLD MARK
WITH 71 BULL'S EYES.
A n ew world's record was est a bli sh ed here on
the 1,000-yard range when Sergeant John W.
Adkins, United States mari ne, h a d a run of 71
bullseyes without a miss, it was announced at
Camp Perry, Ohio. This is said to exceed the
previous record of 32 bullseyes.
The new reco i;d was made in the R emin gton
Cup match, and gives Sergeant Adkins the first
pr-ize in that event. H e was still on the range
when his team captain stopped him because of
darkness. Sergeant Ernest Stak e and C. Cowley, both of th e United States Marines, each had
a string of 16 bull seyes for secon d place.
Last nig ht's bulletin announced that Crowley
had won the match, but to-day's tabulation re·vealed that was an error.
NUNS ENFORCE DRESS RULES.
Standardized d;ress with long sleeves and ban
on rouge and powder are a part of the dress
reform rules laid down for th e com ing school
year by St. Ursula's Academy and the Notre
Dame Academy, both convent schools of Toledo.
St. Ursula will permit a simple frock m a de of
any material except silk, satin or velvet to be
worn. It must be made regulation style, stra ight
from the y oke, with two box pleats and a single
belt. Low heeled s lippers, moderate n eck lines
and a '.l'am o' Shanter or simple hat ar~ decreed.
At Notre Dame, a pleated dress, resembling
the Peter Pan, made of either serge or a s imi, lar material, must be worn. These dresses have
pleated skirts, plain waists, long sleeves and

sailor collars. The dresses must be made of a
dar)l:, sensible color.
I

BIRDS CROSS LAKE ON STEAMER.
Land birds for from land form one of the
sights t o be witnessed by passenger s on board
the steamboats crossing La ke Michigan, sa ys the
DetTiot News. Thi s is said to be especially-the
case on the st eambo ats of a line plying between
Mu skegon and Chicago, a distance of 100 miles.
The st eamboats sail after dar k.
At sundown the spars and i-igging of the vessels in the dock form good r esting places for th e
land birds. When darkness comes a nd th e boats
beg in to move it i s t oo late for them to go a ~ ho re .
It is said to be no uncommon thing for the
p assengers to see a strange s ight jus t between
daybr eak and sunrise. Th e birds are waking up
a nd find th emselves some thirty odd miles from
land. They circle about the boat until they arc
compelled to rest on the rigging, some of them
seeming much pe1·plexed, while other s make the
best of circumstances.
On one trip twci yellowhammers or fli ckers
wel'e among th e company, as well a s a silent little
~ap s ucker that pecked away at ropes and spars as
1f he were breakfasting heartily on grubs. There
was a frightened brown thrush a s well a s a pair
of tiny wrens, and several grass sparrows.
The birds accompany the vessel until it rea ches
th e other port an d then fly a sh ore.
CONVICT WANTS TO GO BACK.
Eight years wi thin the walls of San Que ntin
destroyed all desire of Leo Ricci of Sacra meJ1 to
to be a fre e man . After being at liberty ju st two
weeks he r eturned to the gates of the Sta t e prison and th e other day pleaded with pri son authorities to r etur n him to his old cell, the only
home he knev1.
R icci was senten<ed fo r manslaughter after
a ki11i.ng in a little town near Sacramento. Two
weeks ago h e > ns g'ven hi freedom, a s11 it of
clothing an $!' arc! he st::<rtc cl for San Fran<-isco to enjoy life, as he th 'mght. But he discovered that $"> was not as it u sed to be. Gone
were the f ·ee lun ches a nd the cup t hat cheerer!
the days of is young manhood. One look at the
l·ush of strangers in Market street and he was
homesick for the home folks in San Quentin . One
squai:e meal cost h im practically h is entire "rnll,"
but he managed to save enoug h for fare back t o
San Rafael.
He was found s leeping thi s morning in th e
grass just outside of the new cell building. He
knew th at this was a violation of the prison r ules
for a convict to return t o prison property and
hoped that the infraction would secure his reincarceration. H e was haled before Myron Clark, .'
captain of the prison g uard; and begged to be
taken back.
Clark instead, brought him to San Rafael and
asked the co-operation of local authorities in finding him a jol.
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Bellville Academy Boys
--OR--

VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER IV.
The Work of a Scound i·el Schoolmate.
And the two boys, Dan and Sam, had one of
the fin est rides of their lives, with the two belles
of the boarding-school of Highland.
Tenson and Newthwaite spent the even~ng
driving up and down the country lanes, hopmg
to see the other party, and to say or do something unpleasant.
But they were unsuccessful, and finally rode
back, having made simpletons of themselves and
wasted their money.
Justice won out that time.
Henderson Newthwaite and Algernon Tens<;m,
the richest boys of Bellville, had enough vamty
to remember the slight put upon them by Dan
Barnett and Sammy Bell.
The girls of the Highlan~ Academy lear!1ed .of
the joke, and when next mght, after t~eir discomfiture, the two fellows came over with more
expcnsil•e steeds than. ever before! they w~re
greeted with merry mirth and teasmg laughter.
"You had better go back to Bellville and not
hang around here," said th• gardener of the
girls' academy, as he came past the porch wh~re
the two would-be heart-bre~kers were struggl.mg
·with the horses they had hired for the occas10n.
"What's that?"
.
"Hit hiin, Newthwaite !" cried . his puny dud1sh
companion, and the big bully struck at the aged
gardner with all his brutal might.
He swung the whip, which settled down over
the old fellow's shoulders, bringing forth a terrible cry of anguish. Vrey old men, like children,
are sensitive to pain, and this harmless, gentle
old gardner, who had been around the girls'
school for many years, had never harmed a soul .
- such a cowardly blow was an utter surprise to
the old· fellow, for he had been a great favorite
with the Academy boys.
"Oh they're beating the gardne:s !" cried one of
. the girls on the front portico of the academy
dormitory, near the entrance to the parlors.
"Who struck Uncle Jim?" cried Arabella
Adams, who had jus.t refused to come out to see
Henderson Newthwa1te.
The high-spirited girl, not knowing what fear
was rushed forward on the porch, and as she
saw' Newthwaite ·about to deliver another blow,
in his silly rage, she sprang for the whip.
Her action caused it to turn, and although he
did not mean to do so, Newthwaite's wrist was
twisted in such a manner that the lash curled
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about the beautiful face of the academy girl, for
whom he had made such ardent suit.
It was a terrible moment, in the light of the
growing dusk, as the frightened girls ran back
from the porch, and the old gardener straightened up with a groan.
The lash cut a purple line across Arabella's
girlish cheeks.
The girl never uttered a sound of pain . .
She was as game as a fellow.
She also showed as much spirit as a brave lad,
for she caught the punishing whip very unexpectedly, as Newthwaite hesitated in horror at
his own action.
"Henderson Newthwaiti:, I will teach you a lesson in beating old men. I do not care for myself,
but you cannot attack poor old Uncle Jim, the
gardener, while I am around and have a whip
and an arm to defend him."
And wjth these words the girl suddenly jerked
the lash so strongly that the whip slid through
the bully's h ands.
Over his shoulders, before he knew what was
happening, she rained a shower of blows from
that same whip,· then, in the hand of the beau- ·
tiful maiden, who had learned her ability to use
the lash when necessary in her horse-back riding
and driving.
"Ouch!
Oh, Arabella!" whined Henderson
Newthwaite. "I never thought you would do this
to me. Oh, Arabella!"
"You contemptible fellow, I never tho11ght I
would see one of the fine, old Bellville Academy
crowd striking a defenseless old man. Take this
parting blow, and leave here forever."
The girl delivered another blow uppn his shoulders, and with a cry of pain the treacherous fellow cried to the horses of the vehicle to go.
The girls cheered their plucky schoolmate, and
the cries caused the horses to rush forward.
"Get up!" cried Algy Tenson, who feared that
he, too, might get a good dose of whip medicine.
But as the animals sped along the road, Arabella Adams turned towards the other girls, as
she dropped the whip.
,
"They don't need to fear anything else, girls,"
she said; "a bad fellow always shows up his
evil character. The trouble is that most of us are
fooled by smooth ton~es and flattery into believing evil against our real friends. I have done
so more than once myself."
The carriage crashed on down the road, doing
great damage to its fine polished sides, as it
scratched against rough tree-barks, in the mad
careening under the excited driving of Henderson.
At last they reached the regular road, and
Newthwaite and his satel1ite, Tenson, dr-0ve on
to compare opinions on boarding-school girls,
gardeners, and Dan Barnett.
They did not know that their self-earned troubles were just about beginning.
Back on the porch of the school the girls went
to help the poor old gardener to his feet, and to
bathe his face with cool lotions. Arabella Adams,
like the quiet girl she was, hurried to her own ,
room without allowing any one to help her. She
bathed her face and tried to remove the stain of
tlie cruel whip-lash.
(To be continued)
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IN SHORT ARTICLES

UTAH

MAN TWICE IN ONE
NIGHT.
Three bandits, Jed by a girl in kha ki , held up
Peter Verdi twice in one night. T he first tim e
they took $1.50 from him and told h im t o " beat
it." Taking a short cut home he met the bandits again. "It's the same bird," said one of t he
bandits in disgust, and kicked him on his way.
MILK BATH SAVES CALF IN BEEHIVE.
NP.arly stung to death by bees, the life of a
blooded calf 'five months old, belonging to Melvin
Parks, a farmer at Cooks F alls, N. Y., was saved
by prompt application of a buttermilk bath. The
an imal had been tied by a rope to a crowbar set
in the meadow a short distance from the hive of
bees and the rope became wound about the Jiive,
whereupon hundreds of bees attacked the calf.
I

MAKES BASEBALL RECORD.
Irving Wallace, catcher for a local semi-professional baseball team, established what was
said to be a new world's record for circling the
bases. Wallace made the circuit in 13 seconds,
eclipsing the former record made by Archdeacon
of the Rochester International League team.
Archdeacon's record of 13 2-5 seconds was ma de
at Rochester on Aug. 26, and brok e H a n s Lobert's record of 13 4-5 seconds, made on Oct. 9,
1910.
STEALS IN SUNDAY SCHO OL.
A thief broke open a locker in the First Meth odist Church, Mount Vernon, a n d s tole 44 cents,
the contributions of children in the S unday
school. He also took a rain coat a nd a pai r of
shoes belonging to the sexton, Cha rles Mill er.
Last winter a thi ef stole th e sexton 's over coat,
a pair of trousers and a pa ir of shoes a nd t he
police believe the same cr ook retur ned last night
to outfit himself for this fall.
So many robberies have occurred in Mount
Vernon in the last few weeks that the police have
issued a warning to all storekeeper s and householders to keep doors and window!il securely fast. ened.
WOMEN PRINTERS WIN HIGH POSTS IN
GOVERNMENT SHOP.
Public Printer George H . Carter annou nced
recently the appointment of three women in
prominent positions in the Government Printing
Office.
The appointments include Mi ss Josephine G.
Adams of the District of Columbia as Assistant
S1.i,perintendent of Documents a t a sal a1·y of $2,500 a year; Mi ss Martha Feehan of New York,
assistant foreman of the day proof section, $2,300
a year, and Miss Mary T. Spalding of Maryland,
assistant foreman in charge of the mach ine sewing section of the bindery, at a sala ry of 80 cents
per hour.

Thi s is the first time in the history of the Government Printing Office that women have been
promoted to such responsible positions.
Mr. Ca1-ter stated that all of the women thus
a dvanced by him had merited their promotfons
by long a nd faithful service and were deemed
especially fi tted for the new positions to which
they have been a ssigned.
These appointments, he added, are in line with
his policy to give suitable recognition to women
employees of the Government Printing Office, who
number more than 1,000, or nearly one-quarter of
the personnel of that great establishment.
Miss Feehan, who becoml'!s assistant foreman
of the day proof section, which numbers nearly
200 employees, was born in Ovid, N. Y., but is
now a legal resident of New York City, where
she cast her first ballot last fall. She is an active Republican worker.
Previous to coming to Washington in 1914 she
was in newspaper work at Ovid, Interlaken and
Honeoye Falls, N. Y. In the Government Print-,
ing Office she has served successfully as a pressfeeder, copyholder, compositor and proofreader.
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Under Suspicion~
By

PAUL

BRADDON

Col. ' Artemus King was the owner of t he fir.e
yacht which rocked at anchor in th{- harbor of
Santos, Brr...zil. '.\fany an admirin;; g la ncl t he
natty little craft, with its trim ~chooner r ig an d
white hull, d!'eW from natfre as \\ ell a ~ foreign
,-:ii!ors.
The crew of the Americu ~ , a ~ the . ya ch t was
named, consi sted of four seamen, cook an d !;'kipper.
Col. King was a New Yor k millionai re, who
was traveling around the world for diver!'ion .
And he had selected as company fou r ~ mart
_ y~:mng men from Columbia College, who had laid
aside their alma mater long enough to indulge
in a h'ip tv Brazil aboard the Americus.
'Vho would not jump at such a chance?
"The boys will learn more of the world by experience than from books," declared ol. king,
•
sagely. "Take my word for it."
The names of the four lucky young collegians
were Tom Cushman, Fred Favar, Alex Campbell
and Martin Smith. All were youth s of govd family, and mutually fast friends.
Santos, the city of pestilence, the home of ye llow feyer and smallpox, is, neverthel(;'.S!i, one of
the m ost beautiful spots on earth.
And such our four Americans thought it as
they now gazed upon it for the fir st time.
They had been many days' on the yacht, and,
natu rally, were anxious to set foot on shore once
more.
But there were many good rearnn:- why it wa s
hardly safe for them to do so. C'ol. King he>'itated some time.
The Republic of Brazil was in the throe.o of
civil war. The insurgents under Admiral Mello
had blockaded the port, and it was even risky for
a foreign vessel to remain there.
There was much firing from the Brazilian warships upon the land batteries. It was rumored
that the insurgents were likely to attack the
•
place at any moment.
President Peixoto of the Republic had no idea
of allowing them to accomplish this end if he
could help it. But it seemed Gertain that Santos
would go over to the insurgent::.
With this unsettled feeling, it can be understood how risky a thing it was to set foot a .<hore .
Lawlessness and even brigandage preYailed in the
country about Santos, and even pervaded the
town.
Yet the boys cast longing glance s a shore. However, they resisted the inclination to go until
Pedl'O Gomez, a washer of clothing from the
shore, came alongside begging the laundry work
.
of the yacht.
He was a sallow, black-eyed fellow with a restless manner and considerable braggadocio. He
.averred that ,he was a stanch supporter of Peixoto.
"No monarchy for me!" he cried. "Peste! we
have suffered enough un der the emperor. The
Republic forever ! Santa Maria, defend it!"
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"Republics are. always superior to monarch ies,"
declared Col. Ring heartily. "My honest f ellow,
what think you? Is it safe for these young men
to go ashore?"
Pedro laughed in his peculiar way.
"'Certain, .enior," he replied, positively. " They
a r e American citizens. \\"e have -no quarrel with
1h e United St a tes."
"\Y ill you un dertake for good pay io safely
gui de them about the city?"
Pedro a !most went down on his knees . He
cro,;::.td him ,,elf and called on the saints. He
sw or e by a ll t h a t was sa cred.
'Ihi ;c sett led th e matter. The colonel at all
The
t i me ~ di !"liked to refu!'e the boys a favor.
r e;::ult was that they car ried their point. They
were to go ashore and Pedro was to guide them.
He
Th e Br azi lian now became talkative.
,:eerned to be a ciever, good-natured fellow, and
CoJ.. King trust ed him. He was exceedingly sor1·y afterwards that he had.
J u.,;t as the boy:; were getting ready to go
a>·h"hre the man at the wheel shouted "Ahoy !"
Col. Ki ng ru she d to the rail. A longboat, all
g littering with brass work and carrying a dozen
a rmed marines in the uniform of the Republic
was coming dancing over the waves toward the
yacht.
"Ahoy~ .. came back the hail in Spanish. "What
craft are you~"
Foituna.tely Col. King understood the Span ish
la nguage. So he replied:
''Thi,, b the yacht Americus of New York , U.

S. A."
No reply came back. The longboat was twice
rowed about the yacht, while the officer in the
bow closely studied it with his glass.
T hen he saluted, and the boat was rowed away.
All thi" while Pedro Gomez had remained silent.
Col. King was puzzled.
·'Thar. i s very queer!" he exclaimed. " I wonder what th ey think of us? Perhaps they regard
us a s foe;:;. l\'Iaybe they consider this a new
kind of torpedo boat."
As the colone l spoke he turned an inqu irin g _
gaze upon Gomez ; but· that worthy shook his
head.
"No harm, ~ en o r,'' he said . "They admire your
boat, that is .all. They pay you a compliment."
The colonel wa s at once disarmed. This certainly did look r easonable. He accepted the ex.
planation.
A &hor t whil e later the boys were off. Shore
leave-thi ;:; wa s what it wa;:;, and the homesick
middy or app1·entice on board a man-o'-war can
al one appreciate the feelings of the four boys.
In due t i!lle they reached the quay. Here
Gomez found a ;;afe harbor for the boat; then
all climbed upon the wharf.
The scene ·was not unlike that of any Sou th
American city. Groups of half-breeds, natives
and Spaniards, were lounging about the wh arves,
and it was not until the boys had reached the
business streets that they feit quite secure.
"Humph!" exclaimed T om Cushman. " I don 't
see why we are not getting along all i·ight. Wh at
nonsense to be afraid."
"That's what I say," cried Alex Campbell. "I
think the colonel was unduly alarmed ." ·
"Let's pitch in for a good time!" cried F r ed
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Favar. "I'm not afraid of any 'of these punylooking, yellow-skinned r.a~cals!''.
And, indeed, the Brazilians did look puny be$ide the stout, strapping American boys. The
South American is rarely a large man. But
Martin Smith was cautious.
• "That's all right," h e declared, "but I tell you
to all keep you r wits about you. There's a couple of fellows who have followed u s all the way
from the wharves."
"Where?" chorused the others.
"They are just crossing the street."
All looked in the <lirection inrlicatcd, and saw
a couple of slender built men, dressed in rough
garb with broan-brimmed white hats.
They looked like villains. but Gomez, wh o had
heard all, only grinned and said:
"Fear n ot, senors: thev are only planters."
The boys now "pitched in for a g·ood time."
They visited all the larire shops and patronized
many of them liberally. Many choice curios were
procured.
"Now, Pedro," cried Tom Cushman, hilariouslv,
"you're a jolly olci chap. Take us to a good cafe.
\Ve are hungry."
.
"I will obey!"
With this the Spaniard led the way into another street.
At this moment Martin Smith
clutched Tom's arm and hoarsely whispered:
"I tell you we are being followed! Look behind and see!"
•
Tom did so. He saw several rough-looking
men armed with stout sticks coming cUrectly t'.Jward them. Gomez turned his head and at sight
of them dropped a Spanish oath.
"Diablo !" he gasped "Piexoto's police! Run,
senors, run!"
And away h e cut down the sine stTeet and was
out of sight. The boys were for a moment dumfounded.
•
"Great Jericho !" cried Tom. "I'"e a mind to
follow him!"
"No no!" cried Fred Favar.
"\Y've done
nothing wrong. vVe are not afraid to face these
men! Hang to your canes!"
In an instant the police, if such they were, had
surrounded the boys. The leader made_ gestures
that they were to walk unrler guard ·without resistance, probably to a prison.
"Filibusters!" he cried in broken English.
"Spies and thieves, we arrest you in the name of
the republic!"
.
.
"Nonsense !" cried Tom Cushman 111 Spanish.
"You are fools! We are American citizens, and
belong to the yacht Americus. Y()u have no right
to arrest us."
The officer without a word further up with his
club and struck Tom. It was a brutal blow, and
had it not been a glancing one, might have been
serious. Tom nearly went down, and for a moment his head swam.
"Coward!" yelled Fred Favar. "What did you
hit him for?"
And swift- l!.s a flash Fred let out with his fist.
The Brazilian went down as if kicked by a mule.
In an instant all was bedlam in the street.
From doors and alleys, from everywhere the incongruous South Americans rushed with yelts
and cries. They had been watching the scene,
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Now the knocking down of the officer was accepted as clear proof by the Brazilians of th~
guilt of the strangers. They were certainly enemies of the ·republic. The hue and cry wa~
raised . Instinctively tlw fou,. boys closed in.
"Quick, boys!" cried Torn Cnshman, "follow me.
Remember that we can die li!'e true Americans.
-This brought a cheer. from their lips, and theJ
followed brave Tom. The latter had seen a point
of vantage in a broad doorway back of huge stone
pillars. What was the character of the building
Tom knew not, nor did he have time to investi·
gate.
Up onto the portico surged the maodened and
ignora nt people. Fred Favar caught one a terrific blow in the mouth ,.,ith his fist.
Alex Campbell drove his cane into the breast
of another, knocking him down. On the other
side of the pillar Tom Cushman whirled his cane
aloft and brought it dovm upon the head of a
black rascal who was trvhl!" to close on him.
Martin Smith, who was· phicky enough when
needed, was wielding his caN: vigorously.
But it was ce1-tain that the four boys would
nave been murdered then and there by the excited and infuriated 1npulacc. had it not been
for a sudden intervention. There was the roll
of a drum. and into the 1:treet burst a squad of
soldiers. The mob gave way, and the boys saw
that it was no use to contend against the steel
bayonetJ:;. They according'y surrendered. Then
the military off'cer, a bewhi~kered, pompous little fellow, motioned the pt·isnners to fall into
line. It was now noticed that Martin Smith was
not with them.
With horror the boys instinctively looked to see
if his dead body lay on the ;'lag-stones. But it did
not. Martin had mystefrmsly disappeared.
The boys were marched awRy, and in less than
twenty minutes they were languishing in a Bra·
zilian prison.
But what of Martin Smith.
He managed to slip ont of sight behind the
pillars ar.d found him ~elf in a deep entrance t.o
a wide hall. It seemed some public building. but
he dashed though the h·~i] nnd came out by an
exit into another street.
lllartin remembered
having the house of th<! United States consul
pointed out to him by Gome7., and he wandered
from one street to another trying to find it.
It was some hours Inter, and he was nigh exhausted when he spied i~. A white-beal'lied and
must3'Ched gentleman was coming down the long
walk, and Martin saw that he was an American.
It proved to be the consul. He li ste ned to Martin's s:ory in amaz('r.1ent.
The consul hurried to the prison at once. There
was a lively squabble, but the United States
stood back of him, and he won.
The boys were released very reluctantly. The
consul saw them down to their boat that evening.
Col. King was convulsed when he heard the
story. But he was reconciled in the safei:y of
the boys. The Amer icus weighed ancho1· the
next morning and left Santos. But none in the
party have yet forgotten their thl'illing expe1·iences, while under suspicion in war-convuli!cd ·
Brazil.
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the business section of the cit y, but after she had
held t he right of way in that thorou gh fa r e for
some time she leaped over the railing of the
b ridge, landed on the roof of the Fall }' arn Mill,
crashed through a skylight and fell nineteen feet
into a dye vat partly filled with water.
Before the half dozen men in the room could
act the doe &warn to the edge of the vat, clam-·
bered out, leaped through a window and fell sixteen feet to the rocks on the bed of the Blackstone River. She crawled to the bank, where
persons who had seen her go over the bridge
caught her. She was taken to the police station
in an automobile, locked in a box stall and later
taken to the country by a deputy game warden
and released.

••

LAUGHS
T.)ie {udge-Well, sfr, have you. anything to
say. '.l h~ Lawyer-No, Sil'. But 1f your honor
we.Te a mmd-reader, you would fine me for contempt of court.

A 4000-POUND DEMOLITION BOMB.
According to Army Ordnance, the progress in
the size of bombs continues at a rapid rate. Illustrations are given of the new 200-pound bomb,
Uncle James-Never drive away a black cat
of the kind which sank the "Ostfriesland" in the Willie. Little Willie-Why, uncle? Uncle Jame~
tests described in these columns recently, and of ~Becaus~ . they always bring luck, of course.
a 400-pound bomb. The 200-pound bomb is a lit· L1~tle Willie-Yes; but you only put them in a
tle over 13% feet long, about 19 inches in diam- , pail and drown them, so what can it matter?
eter, and carries 1000 pounds of explosive. The
4000-pound bomb, 13% feet long, and about 23
inches in diameter, carries one ton o~ explosive.
Little Frank-Mamma , please tell me how
~ather got to. know you. Mother-One day I fell
COMPLE T ION OF HOOKER TELESCOPE.
mto a deep nver, and your father jumped in and
Dr. Hale's last annual report, as director of sav¥ me. Little Frank-Well, that's funny· he
'
Mount Wilson Observatory, states that with the won t let me learn how to swim.
completion of the observing platforms at the
principal and Cassegrainian foci and the instal"So your wife refused t.o marry you when you
lation of the constant-temper ature control system fi'rst proposed to her. Did you keep on pursufor the 100-inch mirror, the great Hooker tele- ing her till s.he c011sented ?" "Not much! I went
scope--the largest in the world--lis now essen- out and made a fortune. When I came back it
tially complete, though "work on its accessory was she who did the pursuing."
instruments will be continued as long as new
and promising devices are m view.
"From the grammatical standpoint" said the
fair .maid with th~ lofty forehead, "wl;ich do you
GOLD MINING AT CONEY ISLAND.
Of the many varied and extraordinary sights consider correct, I had rather go home • or 'I
at Coney Island, New York, none is more sur- would rather go home'?" "Neither" p{·omptly
prising than to find men digging in the sand of responded the young man. "I'd much' rather sta Y
the beach for gold and precious stones. Some of here!'
them make a regular business of it, wearing hip
boots like placer miners of the '49s and armed
Mistress-Norah , I told you to give that man
with shoveb an<l sieves. ·on good days the "dirt" with the hand-orgai; a q~arter to go down to the
gold
for
search
This
$30.
as
high
as
has paid
next block and grrnd his machine in front of
differs from mining in the West or elsewhere, Mrs. Upps-Tart's house--and he's out here on
lockets,
stick-pins,
aowever, in that rings, chains,
our sidewaJk again. Norah-:Yis, mum. He says
What the patient men dig the
~tc., are recovered.
Jeddy m the next block give 'im half a dollar
11p is, of course, the jewelry which careless to come back here, mum .
bathers who frequent the beach by the tens of
thousands have lost: No doubt the original owners of these treasured articles have assumed that
They were getting a kindergarten lesson. T he
their recovery was absolutely out of the question.
teacher taught them very simple subjects. She
"Wood."
touched. a table. "What is this ' "
DEER JUMPS INT O MI LL.
A doe about the size of a Nedfoundland dog "What is this?" she asked, as she touched the
performed a series of exciting stunts after it had f ender. " I ron." "\Vhat is th is?" indicating a
"What is th is?" and she
"Glass."
been caught in a traffic jam on the Globe Bridge, bottle.
"Brass," said t he
Woclhsocket, R. L , 'recently. T he deer appeared t ouched her watch -chain.
small boy, and sh e changed the subj El(;t.
su ddenly in South Main street and headed 'for
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ELEPH ANTS RAID A RAILRO AD STATIO N.
We are u sed to stories of how an elephant occasional ly upset s a circus but it is rare we hear
of an orgy of destruct ion like that which occurred in the Malay Peninsu la. A herd of wild
t>lr-:phants attacked a railway station, pulling
d'.)wn the station-m aster's kitchen a nd bathroom .
'l"hey did the same to the clerk's quarters ana
then tackled the station while the office force
looked on from trees. One elephant . took off an
HJitomatic weighin g m ach ine as a souveni r of
t he raid. but finding it heavy, threw it down on
the track. One of the elephant s trumpet ed the
recall and they all w~nt b ack into the jungle except one who fell in a ·well and had to be cut out
by human aid, but was not detained . By the time
help arrived after a general telegrap hic alarm
the huge beasts liad entirely disappea red.
"DEVIL 'S FINGER TIP" WORTH $5,000,0 00.
Primitiv e people have an uncanny instinct for
naming things accurate ly. Centurie s after the
natives had named a hill outside of the city of Durango, Mexico, "The Devil's Finger Tip," scientists came along <>.nd solemnly announc ed that it
was formed of hematite , and had apparen tly been
jabbed up through the earth's surface from molten masses far below.
This iron hill rises for 700 feet sheer above
the surround ing plain, and is said to contain
600,000,000 tons of high-gra de ore rated at 70
per cent. in iron content.
In a report made ju:;it before the World War
a British expert said that the iron in the hill
is worth .$5,000,0 00,000, or would be if so located as to assure protectio n in the operatio n of
the property .
Put in another way, Mercado Mountai n, for
the hill is so named after the Spanish explorer ,
who was the first white man to see it, contains
iron which, H markete d to-day, would bring
more money than the er.tire sum represen ted by
all of the gold and silver taken out of Mexico
between 1603 and 1803, when the exploita tion of
Mexican mines was at its peak.
WHERE OUR TREAS URED PAPER S ARE
KEPT.
There are priceless documen ts belongin g to the
United States, as you know, the Declarat ion of
Independ ence, the Constitu tion, etc., a nd at the
present time there are many people who are tnging that the Governm ent build a fireproof hall in
Washing ton to keep these records safe. Thi
would be the best way to keep them intact for
future generati ons to see, for they are on paper
and could be destroye d by fire or dampnes s.
There are many copies, of course, of our important documen ts, but there is somethin g thrilling in actually seeing the writing of a famous
hand, the very paper and ink that were u sed
when a great record came into being. Older
countrie s than ours have in many cases indestructibl e records -records in stone or marble and it is due to these chiefly that we have learned

a great deal about the life of the world centuries ago. Certainl y we wouldn 't want our
greatest deed t o sink into insignifi cance in the
eyes of later peoples becau se our records were
allowed to perish.
\Vl1ere are these papers of ours kept? The
Con stitution and the Declarat ion of Independ ence
are kept in a steel case in the State, War and
Navy Building in Washing ton; Lincoln's Gettysburg address is in the Library of Congres s; the
Monroe Doctrine is in t he Capitol Bu ilding nt
\Vashing ton; Lincoln 's Emancip ation P roclamation· is in the library of the State Departm ent in
Washing ton, along with all the treaties entered
into by the United States.
How much safer these papers would be if they
co':1ld. be gathel'ed together into one fir eproof
bmldmg ! Not Ieng ago a fire in Washing ton destroyed records in the Census Bureau that cannot
be replaced , and the records of the State of We ~t
Virginia were lost in another fo·e, almost at t he
same time .
CHEWI NG TOBACCO LOWER S
EFFICIE NCY.
many reliable studies on the innot
are
Thm·e
influence of tobacco on the human organism re marks the Journal of the America n Medical' Associ ation in commen ting on a study of the relative efficienty of u sers and non-user s of tobacco
in a strenuou s physical occupati on, made by J.
P. Bau mberger , Edna E. Perry a nd E. G. Martin
for the Journal of Industri al H ygiene.
In this study "a number of men <loing the same
sort of work in a bottle-m aking factory were 0bserved as to their speed o~ performa nce, a;d th e
results wel·e compare d with their habits in relation to tobacco. Accordin g to these fig-ures the
best work w as done by the heavy smokers and
those who do not smoke at all, while the men who
che':' are far bel.ow the average, alth oug h accompanied by the light smo1\ers in amount of production.
"Such res':1lts are difficult of inte1·pre tation, and
the only thmg that seems very definite is the
lower efficiency of a group of the men who prefer
to chew their tobacco. If their inefficien cy is to
b.e a~tributed to the. nicotine a ready explanation is to be found m the fact that in smoking
most of the nicotine is either burned or exhaled
~ith the smoke, .while the chewer h as opportun ities for absorpti on both from swallowi ng saliva
and from t he mouth itself. We a re probably accustomed to underest imate the amount of abcorption that may take place in the month but it
'
may be consider able and r a pid .
"Unfortuna~ely for the interpre tation of the
results cf ~he ir .study the autho1·s of the paper
under cons1der abon do not take into account the
ages of their light and heavy smokers and chewe~·s, or other factors that might be of great sigmfic~nce. Perhaps the heavy smokers s urpassed
the light smokers because they were a heartier lot
of workmen , who took their pleasure s and their
labors on 'high'."
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
EIGHTEE N-YEAR OLD BOY SWIMS
ACROSS
ZUYDER
ZEE
UNATTENDED
Roy Tracey , son of Mr. and Mrs. James Tracey
of Va lley street, Tarrytown, swam acr oss the
Zuyder Zee, th e widest Pl_lr t. of the ~udson river,
Sept. 8, unattended. This 1s the fi rst time su ch
a . fe a t h as been pe rformed. Tracey, who is only
eigh teen years old , swam t he th r ee a nd a half
miies in two hou r s. On Sunda y Miss Burke and
H arold Williams swam across th e river but a
rowbo<1t ,fo llowed t hem.
· '
SHOE BA NK IS R OB BED .
Dav id Boles, Gr eenwich, Conn., proprietor of
a cafe on Lew is st reet, sent a pa ir of shoes to a
bootbl ack parlor t o have t h em sh ined.
They
had :i;~ , 000 m bills of large denomin a tions in th e
toe of one of them. The shoes we1:e r eturned,
but the money was missin g.
·
Ambrose Boles, a brot her of David, was held
up a nd robbed of a con siderable su m of monev
some t im e <1go, and it is said th at Boles h as since
been afraid h e might be held u p in a similar
ma nne r, so he used the toe of his shoe a s a ba nk.
The Stamford police have been a ssi sting th e
Greenwic h police in the sea r ch fo r t he man wh o
shin ed Boles's sh oes, as he is believed t o be a
resident of Sta mford.

PEOPLE WITH SIX FINGERS AND TOES.
When the people of this community read in a
newspaper a few days ago that John Cope who
recently passed a test for policeman in New York
has six fingers upon each hand and six toes upo~
each foot, a nd that each of his children has seven
fingers upon ea ch hand and seven toes upon ea ch
foot, th ey wer e not at all a stonish ed. Every
member of more than a dezen fa milies of the
hilly section a round Bandera, T ex. is each
equipped with six 'fingers upon each ha~d and s ix
t oes upon each foot. T~i s re m'.1 r kable freak of nature began to be
m anifeste d m the Bander a section more than fifty
?'~ a rs ago, a nd 1t seems to hav e sp r ea d until it
~ ~ no long er a n un common th~ng with the people.
· I.he matt~ r- h as_ b e~n th e subJecf of much di scu ss10n an d, mvest1gat1on on th e part of anthropolog ist s. In a ll cases the extr a finger s and toes a.re
of norm a l s ize a nd development.

TREE IS 200 YEARS OLD.
To ma r k th e 200th a nniver sa r y of known data
fn connection with the " Witness Tree" of the
Donegal Presbyterian Church of Lanca ster county, P enn syl vani a , the Am er ican Forestry A ssociation a nnounces tha t the tree is given a place
in Trees' Hall of Fame. The nomin a tion is made
by Martha Bladen ·c la rk.
•
The Witness Tree Chapter of th e Daughters
of the Ameri can R evolution has unveiled by the
tree a monum ent and tablet. This t ells how the
congregation of the church g athered under the
tree 144 years a go nex t mont h , when the y heard
Lord Howe was coming to invade P ennsylvania
and "pl edged loyalt y to the cause of liberty."
CLIMB MT . RAINIER TO WED.
Braving a raging blizzar d in th eir ascent, Miss
Lenore Allaine of Aubu rn and Edward s J. J.
H ami lton of Buckley, scaled Mount R a inier and
were m a r ried on the summit a t noon on Sept. 8 .
A seventy-five -mile gale toyed' with the skir t s
of the " 'bride of the mountains" a s sh e solemnly
said " I do" and " I will" in respon se t o t h e quest ions of Rev. 0. J . Stone, T acoma's rea l " sky
pilot."
.
Hans Fuhr er, Swi ss g ui de, pla yed the wedding
march on hi s mouth organ as th e part y stood in
a spot of sunlight on the peak.
Miss A llaine, Mr. Hami lton, th e .R ev. Mr.
Stone, Miss Loretta Page, t he bridesmai d, a n d
Gle n n Hamilton, b r other of the bridegroom, who
.vas best man, and Miss A lma W a g en, woma n
gui de and maid of honor, formed th e party t h at
.limbed the mountain for the ceremony.
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nt and truiniug or tli e can ary. mock111g I.Hr cl, l>oUoJin k.
e
m
Foolln~ Ho" e; or, The Twin Boy Spks of the
lOo:!
blackbird, paruqu ct, parrot, etc.
•
Bronx.
?\o. 9. HO W TO l.I ECO.UE A \ .ENTRILOllU l ST.Dn,lt!ng Charge; or, Th e Little Patriot of
1063
-13y Harry K e nned y. !<; very intelli g e nt l>oy reading this
WhltP ~farRh.
book of in s tru dio u s cau master tlle art, and c rea te an y
in K e ntuck y; or, After the R eds kin s end R eneJOM
amount or tun for llimselt :ind fri en d s. It is the greatgades.
est book ever publi shed.
anti Old Moll; or, Th e Witch o f lled Hook
1065
H OW Tu HOX.- The art of self-defense
?\ o. 10.
Point.
Containiug over tllirty illustrations o f
made ea sy.
•.rryon.
From
Hiding
or,
1066 " Secret Cave:
guard s , bl ows, aud th~ different p osl"tions ot a good
and the Jailer; or, Digging Out of Ca ptivity.
1067
sh~uld .obtain one o these useful and
.l>oy
err
:v
I•
IJoxer.
lOGS " Trumpet Blast; or The Battle Cry of Freed om.
inst ructive hooks. a s it will t each you how to box with1069 " Call to A"rms; or, W a shington 's Clever Ru se.
out an inst rnctor.
Wbirfwlnd Attack; · or, A 'l.'erriblc S urpri SP to
1070
Tarleton.
HOW TO WJU'l'l!: J,OVE-LETTl'~US.-A
?\o. 11.
'071 " Out With BraYe Barry; or, The Bnttlo With
most comp l ete tittle Uooli:, conta ining full directions tor
the "Unicorn."
writing Jo\'e- letle1·s. and when to use thew, giving speci 1&72 " Lost Trall; or. The Escape or the Traitor .
1n e n J ette!'~ tor you u g a111..l old.
1073 " Beating the Skinne rs; or, Clcnring Out n Bad
No. 12. H OW TO Wll l 'l'E LE'l''l'El(S TO LAV l ES.Lot.
J074 " Flank Move; or, Com ini:r l'p Ile hinr\ thP Rrlti , t1 . Giv!ug co mpleLP iust1 uction=-- for writing letters to
laclies on all s ubj ects; ulso letters of in troduction, uotes
1075 " n • Scouts; or. Skirmisl;ting Around V a lley
anl1 requ est~.
Forge.
1076 " Forced Marc h ; o r. Ca u ght in " Ten·iblc Trap.
!\o , 13. HOW TO DO l T; or, .UOOK 01•' ET I QUETTE.
1077 " Defrnrling Bennington; or, I!Plpiug Genc r:i l - lt i s a i;reat !Ht< secret, and one that every youni;
Sturk.
'l'he r e·s happiness
desin•s t o kuow all a l>o ut.
man
Y oun g J\lesspngrr; o r , Sto r n1i11i: tbc .Tet"Sey
1078
in it.
Rntte rir•
and the In d i ttn Fighter; o r , Savini:r the S outh 1079
N.:i. 14 . HOW TO ~LAKE CANVY.-A complete handern Settler•.
book tor making all kinds of candy, ice-cr eam, syrups,
nunnin i:r Fig-ht: nr. AHf'r tee TI<><lMat R nni:rers. essences, e tc .• etc.
1080
Fightini:r Dox•tRClPr; or, Tbe Destruction or
1081
HOW TO DO ~H~CHANICA.L TRICKS.No. 17.
Curry town.
Containing co wple te instruction s for pe rforming ove r
1082 " •nil t11 e Miller: nr . Rouling the Tory Bandit·.
tricks. J:'ully illu strated.
mecllanical
sixty
Chasing " Wild Hill": or. Fighting a J\fy~terlons
1083
No. 18. HOW 'l'O BECO~lE BEAt.:'l'U"UL.-One o f
Troop.
the brightest UllU most Valuable little hooks e\' er given
Fer sale by all newsdealers, or will b'• Ht·nt to auy ad.
to the world. lherybody wishes to know bow to bedress on rece-ipt of price, 7c. per co1>~, In money or Po&•
come beautiful, both mule 011<1 female. The secre t i.
tag-e stamps, by
simple, aad almost costks s .
FRANK TOUIOEY. "f.>11b., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
HOW TO EN'l'J.;ti'l'Al°N AN EVENlNO
No. 20.
PAJtT)' .- A complete coutpendium or games, sports,
card diversions, comir recitations, etc .. suitable fur parlor or drawing-room ente rtainrnent. It contains more
for the ruone)' than any book pulJlished.
:No. 21. H O W TO HUNT AND l ' ISll .-T he most COO. •
plete bunting and fislling gu i de ever p ublished . It co ntains full instructions about guns, hunting dogs, tra ps,
Price 55 Cents Per Copy
trapping an(! fishing, togetber with d!!°scription o f game
~Is book contains all the most rN"ent changes In the
and fi •h.
Jilethod of constru cti on and submi ssion of scenarios.
l'or aale by a ll new sdealers. or wtll te sen t t o a n 1
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario wrlta d iireea on receip t of p rice, lOc. per copy , in
lnir. l!'or sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstore&.
mo11e7 or s tamp,, b y
lee,
It you cannot procurp a co py . Sf• nct us the p r
36 cents. in mon .. y or postage s tomp s , and we will
mail you one, postnge free . -~ddr es •
L . SENAKENS, 219 Seven th <.ve., New Yo r k. N. Y.
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SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

li8 West 23d S treet.

New York.

•

LI TT LE A D S
City,
Write to Riker & Kitig, Advertisi11g Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York
or 8 Scutli Wabash Avenue, Clz icago, fo r partic ulars about advertising in this maga:zine.

AIDS T O EFFICIEN C Y

STUDY CI N EMATOGRAP HY, the sci•n<e o! }fotion
Posit.Ions
P ictures, 1ww. fascinatiug, r emu nerative.
p ay $3,000 to $5,000. \Vrito !or prospectus. Amerlt:an

Inst.itule of Cinem a tography, D evt.
Dk.lg.. Chlcaeo.

5, Ste1UW6Y

nan

FOR SALE

SONG ' 1 Mlnnesota's State }~l owe r, " the P.l nk Lady
Slippe r, sheot m us1c a nd orch estration , 25e each. !tirs.
F. E. K!d<i, 18-00 3nd .Ave., No. Minneapolis, Minn.
-,~OU WANT t o sell or excha nge your PJ;"Over cy
wr ite me. JOHN J . B LACK , l 73rd St.. Cbivpewa
Falls. \\'ls.
RABBIT

HOUNDS,

Dog-i, Sett ers.

F o:r,

Coon. Oppo•sum. Squirrel
B R OWN ' S KENNEL:S,

Ci rrular l Oc.

Y OR K , PA.

-HARDWOOD LANDS in Mich., well located. 20, 40,
Small down
80-nrrc tra r·t s , SL;; 10 ~30 rwr acre.
r

p ayml! nt. balaat~ lor.g tlm ..'. \\' p hP lD you. Send fo
N\\"WA RT L.\); l> CO., M -1268, First
F REE book.
National Banlt B ldg., g 1h!ago.

HELP WANTED

WANTED -1.500 R ailway 'l 'ra tHc J nspec tors; n o experie nce; trai n fo r this pro fe! :!!.ion th ru spa re time llomeatudy; easy term s; $110 to $:!0 0 mon t hly and e:z: penst>s
gu1lrantecd , or money bi ck. Ou1doors; local or trnvel(~<' t Fr<'''
in&" ; under big men who r ewnrd ahllity.
S tantlarJ Busin('ss Training I nst. ,
Bookle t, C~I - 1 01.
_ ____.___.!!
nutral o, '!\'. Y.
RAILWA'r' MAIL n.nrl other CovernmPnt Clerks nf'("ded
soon (nu•u- women ) . $1600-$23 00. Permanent. 'Writ e
:\:Ir . Ozmt>nt, former U. $ . Governn1e,l\t
quickly.
Examiner . 149, St.. LouJ s.
C>RS.
STOP DAILY G RINo-:-sl'AR T"SiLVERTNG~R
a.u to hea1Hig-hts. t H.blewa.re, (:it . rtaus free. Clarf'UCO
Sprinkl e. Dept. 73. Marion, Jmliana.
·MEN WANTED for Detective Work. ExperiPnCe--u-n=neeessary. Wrl!o J . Ganor, F ormer t:. S. Govt. .U o·
tectlve. 13~. St. Louis, Mo.
BE A DETECTIVE. Oppor tunity for men and womf"n
for secret im·t-.stiga tion in you r dist rict. Write C. 'I .
Lud wii:. 52 1 \Y t>slover Bld:: .. K 1rnsaR l 'lty, Mo.
LADIES WANTED. a nd MEN . too. to at..hlre~s P1 1r<>l opes a nd m a ll a d ver tisi ng matter at: h omo tot l arge
10ail order fi rms, iJPa re or ,.; hol e t ime. Can m ake
SJO to $:H wk ly. !\o ca 11ita1 or experience r equt reU.
)took rxpl ai ns everyth ing ; send 10 cts. to cover postage,
etc. Ward Pub. Co .. '1'ill o11 . N . H .
.DETECTIVE S EARN BIG MONE Y. (lrPat dl'm an<1 for
men a.nd women . F asci nating work ~ Par ticulars free .
\Vrlte. Amer ican Detective :::;ystem, 1968 .Uroatlwa.y,
New Yor k.

MANUSC RIPTS WANTED

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, et<'. , are wanted for llUbltSubmi t MSS. or write Litera ry Bure-au , 515
c~ttlon.
Hannibal. M u.

MISCELLANE;OUS
AMBITIOUS

WRITERS

.-nc!

t oday

! or

FTce

C'opy,

Am etlca 's le ading m a ga zine f or wrjters of P hotoplays .
Stories, P oems, Son."'"· J nstrnct tve. h elpful. Write r 's
Dic:est. 608 Bu t1rr Bldg., Cin cinnati.
PATENTS. 'J'ractern ark , Copyright- fo remost word free.
Long rxpntrnce act pat (' nt solicitor . P rompt adYke,
charges \'er;.: rea"'onable. ( ·ou ~imondeuce soli cited. R e AUlts rrorurN1. )1' Pf7.!f' r . 'W aRhini?ton D . f'.
$POT CASH- f or gold and va.luab!es , rPtum etl I f you' r e
ASM yi n ~ for pr()(l,J*~tor s by CTallua te
dtssathfled.
metallurgi sts. Central R efhiers, 503 N . l'rospeot, Champaign ,

III.

PERSONA L

B l ~ lo.uo with
20\h year.
MARRIAGE PAPER.
descriptions , photos. names a nd arl rl res~~. 25 H nta.
· No other fee. :-;ent s_f' a lf>rl. Box 2 2 6~R . B~tnn. MaRs.
LONELY MAIOEN, 2r. wnn l<l marry. \Vrite for pie·

. ture.

Box 150K, Syracu,., N . Y.

-

----- - - - - - - - -

STAMME RING

ST-STU-T-T- T E RING a nct s tummrrlng rured at home.
Walter McDonnell. 15
Instru cUl'e booltlet free.
rn ro m 1u.• TI Ank n1 1:z .. \VMhtnJt ton. 0 . C.
1

TOBACC O H A IUT

STOP TOBACCO HABIT. F'Tce Ram ple Famous Tobacco

B oon . Xo crav ing after fi rst few d oses.. Dr. Elders,
A-15. St. Joseph, l\fo.
$1 rt (
TOBACC O or S n uff Habit cu re.d or no pa1.
Superb& Co., PC,
R emedy sent on trial.
cured .
.
Md
Baltimore.

WHY GROW OLD?•

Vl-tal-o-tee
Tablets ar&
a s urP PEP producer ·and nerve tonic.
Hestore St'rengtb, Energy and Youthful Vigor. MonPy bac k if not satisfied. Only :,1
l.Jox of 30: G hox<>s , $5. lliailed iu plain
wraprer. 'Vrit e to -day. Th.- \'ith.lotee Co.,
Box 268, Di\'. B, Kanisns City, Mu,

A DUST
STODM
AT SEA.
Recently one of
Ame1·ican
ou r
merchant vessels,
t he Santa Rosalia , sent in three
r e_
successive
the
to
ports
Weather Bureau
United
of the
DepartStates
ment of Agriculture on its trip
Karatsu,
from
Japan, to Taku
and
China,
thence to Sh anghai, en route t o
Port Town send.
!t- c c ompanyin g
it s May report
was a small envelope full of a
yellowish
fi n c
g r ay dust gathered up from the
dec!i:s where it
ha d fallen.
A note on the
subj ect expla ined
t h a t the a ir was
so full of the dust
th at sailing was
h aza rdous, owing
to impafred visibility. T his was
on April 13, in
latitude 37 deg.
25 min. N., longit~de 122 deg. 50
~m- E., a point
m the Yellow Sea
near Port Arthur
on the peninsula
now ca lied Chosen, formerly Corea.
I n v est igation
revealed that the
same week there
had been a viocontinent al
lent
cyclone or dust
storm many miles
to the north in
Mongolia , on the
bq,rder of Siberia.
Corrobora tion of
fact - that
the
quantities of this
dust sufficient to
vessels
impede
could be blown as
far south a s the
East China and
Yell ow Seas was
valuable and interesti ng to
scientific workers
in this field all
over the world.

.

11 •

;

FLOWERS A
STAPLE DIET.

)

' t I

· In India a regular article of
food is the flowers of the bassia ·
While 'most m en are working fo r9mere llvlng wages
or mowra tree, of
-and hunt ing Jobs-business is always hunting experts-men who can earn $3,000 to $10,000 a y e ar.
which the inhabA FEW PENNIES A DAY
itants of the ce'nBe a success. Put yuurse lf In tho big -pay class.
You can easily do it, for a few cents a day and
tr al
provinces
a Uttle study tn your sparq time. Drake's Prac.
tlcal Home Study Books are prepared express!y
consume
about
for this purwse. No instructor is necessary; all
nderst:?.:1U.
u
easily
can
you
made so c)('ar
eighty
pounds
Wo publish Homo Study Self ll clp Books for
apiece
every
practlcnUy ev('ry trade :ind business. u ll shown in
our big catalog, sent free. Here are only a few.
year.
A UTOMOBILE BOO KS
fl owe I'S
The
Automobi le Igni t ion, by Manly, LcaW.ieretta .. $:?.CO
Auto mobile Starting and Lighting , by Man!y,
thick,
a
have
Leathcrotto . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.00
g I ob e juicy,
Brookes' Au t omobile Handboo k, Lf'at:1~ r c!:" .. 2.C.J
Ford Motor Car, Truck and Tractor, by
shaped corolla of
Starting and lighting Troubles, Rem edies and R~~ri:.· b<;.1°~1aniy, ..Lc~lhc~cttc: ... ..........
a pale cream col2.00
Automobile Battuy, Care and Repair. b}' Manly, L eatherette.............. . .
or, inclosed at
Automo bile Catechi s m and Rrnalr Ma nual. Leatherette.... ........ . ...... ........ . . . . . . . . l.!"3
Tires a nd Vulcan iz lng, by Tufford. Cloth....... . .... . .... .. . . . . ......... .... ............. 2.00
the ba se in a velGas and OJI Engine H andbook, Cloth ........... • ...• . •........ .. •. or ....•. ..• •.•.• . ..•... 1.50
vety, 0 chocolatPAutomobile Upkee p and Care, by Manly. Cloth.............. .... .. . .................... I.SO
Motorcycle Handbook, by Manly, Cloth......... . .... . . . ................................ .. 1.50
colored · stem.
ELECTRICAL BOOKS
$1 .50
Motion Picture Operation ...........
The co rollas fa ll
Practical Applied Electricity ............ $2.00
1.50
...
D1ct1onary....
l
ectrica
El
Draka's
I.SO
••••••
···••••
•
•.•
.•
.
Current
Alternating
early
the
in
1.50
El ectric Motors, Direct. Alte rnat ; no .
Electric, Motor Control Systems..... . .... 1.50
Drake's Telephone Handbook.... . ... . . . . 1.50
Wirin1 Di agrams and Descri ptions •••••••• 1.50
the
of
hours
Modern American Telephony ............ 2.00
Electrical Tabios aod Data............ .. 1.50
morning and are
Wi reless , Telegra ph an d Telephone t i .i:i:J Arm ature and Magnet Winding.......... 1.50
book, Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Modem Electrica l Construction. .... ..... I. SO
collected by woTeleg ra phy Self-Taught. Cloth.. ......... 1.25
Electricians' o,erating and Testing.. .... 1.50
men a nd chi ldSHOP PRACTICE BOOKS
$2.00
Sheet Meta l Work ers' Manual, J.cathcre tte... .. ......... . . . ... .. ..... . .........
They are
ren .
1.75
Oxy·A cetylene We ld ing n nd Cutting, Lea therette........ . .... . . ... ... .. . ....... . . ..
ou t to dry
read
sp
Slide Ruic a nd Log :t.ritt'tfliic Tab les, Leat.heretle .. . . . . ...•• .... . . . . q.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7..f'O
Handbook fo r Millwri9hts, Cloth..... .. ................. . ........................... .. ... 2.00
on mats in the
Machin e Shop Practice, ('lo1h . ........................ . .. • .....•.... • • ..•••.• . ••........ 2.00
2.00
......
...
..
..
............
.
......
.
.
.
CloUl.....
Design,
e
Machin
and
Drawing
Mec hanical
sun, when they
............ ... I.SO
M ONEY~ BA C K .. Gt..i.iifiAr•iT' EE
Pattern Making, Cloth....
wither to half
sent
bo
will
Books
:price.
the
wlth
in,
send
nd
a
?.fark on this page th a b ook!i you want
their wei!"·ht and
It not satisfactory, ~urn Jn five days and money will be vromvtly r efunded
postpaid.
develop a'' brown•
\Vhich book~ ~ i ll h elp you? :M ark the m now.
BIG CATA L OG FREE
ish-red color. A
Many more Home Self JTe11)8 fully described i n our new book, sent free. s~nd- Tod ay.
tree wi ll yie ld
1022 M ichigan Ave., Ch icago
FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., Pu blishers
Drake Books Are for Sa le at All Book Stores.
SOO
to
200
pounds of flowers
·i;n a year.
'?-<'-.""\
When fresh
--.....~ From fa.ctorq to 'JOU the flowers are
i~~I~ extremely sweet,
\')FREE ~oars;:~te r!t~u~,b~if:~
1
.£:.~~~~;II / ~i& ~~e·f1~~~~1ti~'i~ ~ 1fe~t~~~~ with a peculiar
equipped
eleciricnlly
;~•Uvdtc!!~~h!~~~;J~~~~ift~v;;~~
1, ot U121 model
flavor
pungent
a.chest that thetailor gives you; witble ~ e
and a characte1·1
·:;y BIACK BFAU1Y'
ib°,rt~t~:aacl~ fh~:1fi~~~cs~~~;~i1~~boou~
- a large variety ot morlcls to chOOfle
istic color. When
try a aqua.re m eal ? Are you e. pill-fcede1?
from . Pick the one you like best. We
Do you expect Health And Strength
dry the peculiar
aC'nd i* cxi>rf-59 p r~rnirl. A sm all defn tablet fo1m-through p Uls, popnsi,and dollara w eek . J-: jvcy<:! ar
pungent fla\-or is
tions and other exploited pitfle?
gun.rantco-6 m outh';' a ccident policy.
:You Can't Do lt-ltCan't BeDone.
very noticeable if
yo~~~J1~Y~~)1t~fbit~~!:~ tg ~aV~r~·~
the stamens are ·
HAVERFORD CYCLE COMPANY Big •ow cata los
methods-not by :pamperiD't t~ce.tom:1.ch.
ia cc:bu- FR F. E
Es1.&blished 25 ycnra.
removed, and the
Jtisnot fo.te thut ~s m,.ldng youafttilure;
it-NOW!
for
Send
PL
Philadelphia,
5210
Dept.
it'athat poor emacfo.tcd body of youro:;your
flavor then rebe a Black Beauty Owncr Agent
half-sickness shows piain in youtfa.ce and
that of
sembles
.fha~:
.
~AL~M~~~TllO~t:-ri./lL
fig s. The flowers
living. l\Ienhon the ailm ents upon which
you wish Special Information 11nd send
are eaten either
:i!ho8;1?;;g1~~l:.1 df'!:f't~~e¥'J>i.i~~~
fresh or ~.ried,
and cookea in
::~v~lto':'!; ~~~di~t~~:ie::~b
Mente ) Energy," Don't put it offdifferent
many
11end fvrrny free book Right Now.
ways, with ' rice,
LIONEL STRONGFORT
cocoashred<l ecl
Phvstcal and Health Specialist
Newark. New .Jersey
Th53:~~~?~ n Dept. 5 19
nut or flour.
total
Th e
amount of sugar
in the flowers varies from 40 to
70 per cent. A
spirituous liquor
is prepared from

Be An Expert in Your Line!

ug

::l

c::d

them.

$1000 ~REWl\RD
For the. Capture of This Man
ONVICT 6B~ . escaped from the State Penitentiary;
Name, Ch >.ries Condray; Af!.e, 37; Height, 5 ft. 8 in.
Weight, 141 pounds; Hair, hght brown; Eyes, gray.
Easy enough to identify him from his photograph and
this description, you may say- but, Condray took the
name of "Brown", dyed bis hair, darkened his skin, grew
a mustache, put on weight and walked with a stoop.
Yet, he was captured and identified so positively that
he knew the game was up, and returned to the peni·
t~l1tiary without extradition.
How was it accomplished? Read the whole story on page
13 of a thrilling free ~ook which is yours for the asking.

C

Thirteen Mystifying Detective Stories Free

1

Thirteen stories of crime, daring robberies, mvsterious
murders, thrilling escapes. Every one true. Read the
story of the automobile r.mrder. Find out how Sheriff
Mc Donald solved the mystery of the Blood Stain on the
Cash Register. Read about the Political plot in Daven·
port, Iowa, and how it was thwarted.
This book, fully illustrated, with weird pictures of the
criminals at work, is yours FREE. Just send the coupon.
Fill in your name and address and mail it today. No
obligation on your part. The book is yours.

Professional Secrets of Twelve Master Minds
Secret methods revealed. Twelve big American detec·
tives tell the secrets of the method they employ. The
story of their achievements, their life histories, their
pictures all in this book. Learn how mysteries are being
solved dail.Y by these great detectives. Find out how
simple their methods really are. With an idea of the
principles of their methods, you can follow in their steps.
With their secrets in your possession, you may be able
to develop into a famous detective-win glory, honor,
renown, wealth and big rewards.

The Mystery of Crime Detection

More and mo~e the detection of crime resolves itself Into
the problem of identific'!tio[J. Any m'!n of ordinary ability
can m aster this profession 1f he has m hts possession the
secrets of the method employed by famous identification
experts. The key to this method is yours for the asking.

Your Opportunity
This Big Book is full of astounding information about
detective work and facts on crime detection that will
amaze and intrigue you. Stories of crime and criminals.
Helpful advice from big· detectives. Absolutely free.
Just fill in coupon with your name and address, and we'll
send you postpaid the most astounding information on
Identification that you ever read. You'll be shockedand sueprised-and inspired. Send for this book today.

Wait~::.::.~~~~~ 4~:d°.~~~~'i'~'lie~~~~.:~
Don't
Don't wait until this ec!ition is e::r.kauJted. 1f you dtlay, l.oo

:!1di!:t:!r:~f~i~t.;~uz!~~ti:,bDe.r. 111~oe~:()f' h~:h:tt! be ~
1

turned. Uon't let the other fe!low vet &bead of Jou. You want
this book. Then eend tor it right now.

T. G. COOKE, Prl!S., Unlvemty of Arrlled Science

t 097, 1920 SllJlllyalde A venue Chic•rio,
...,,......................
.................................................................
...Dept.

llUooJ1

T. G. COOKE, Pres., University of Ap_plled Science
1920 SW1J1yslde Anoue, Dept. 1097, Chicaco, lllloofl
Dear Yr. Cooke:-Please aend ma FREE and prepaid 1our new
Illustrated book on Crime and Crime Detection. Jt i1 fall7
undentood that I uaume 110 obliaation..

Nam1 ................................................... A#< ....... .
Ad<lr- ..... ......................................... ............. .
T~ ....•.•..••.••..•.•.......•......•••.... Smi. . ••.••••••••••• ,,,

Why hang on to the job that holds your nose to the grindstone?
Why grope in the dark, or crawl, when you can jump to Success in Electricity
-the most wonderful, fascinating, and "Big-Pay" profession in the world 7 ·
Electricity needs men-wants you!

Be a Big-Pay Mari!
The "short-cut" to "Big-Pay" is training.
The big field of today for the trained man is
Electricity. T r ained " Electrical Experts" earn
$70.00 to $200.00 a week.

Why Work for Less?
Why, then, w o rk for $25.00 or $30.00 or $40.00
a week? With a few m onths training under
me, through my ea sily-l earned, quicklygrasped, right-up-to-th e-mi nute, spare-time,
H ome-Study Cour se .in Practical Electricity
y ou can fit y o urself for o ne of these bigger
jobs- o ne of th ese j obs that pay $3,500 to
$10,000 a y ear.

I Give You a Real Training
As Chi ef Eng ineer of° the Chicago Eng ineering W o rks, I kn ow just t he kind of tra ining
you n eed t o succeed as an Electrical E xpe rt.
My co urse in El ectricity is so simple, th or ough,
and up-to-date th a t y ou can easily unde rstand

------- -.- - ---------------..

and apply every tine of i-t-no big words, no
useless theory, no higher mathematics-just
plai n, eve ryday, straig ht-from-the-shoulder,
man-to-man English-th~ kind you and I use
every day.

Your"' Success ·Guaranteed
You take no chances with me.
I guarant ee satisfacti o n, and agree, if you
are not satisfied, to ;refund every p enny you
_
have paid me.
And back of me in my g uarantee, stands the
Chicago Enginee ring _Works, Inc., a Million
Dollai:: Institution.

Free'jElectrical.'Working Outfit
' To ·, make y our success certain I g ive you
to ols t o w o rk wi t h-a splendid, big Outfit of
Electrical Instruments and Materials. These
are n ot t oy s, but r eal to ols and apparatus, th e
kind y o u will u se in every-day work. No
chance f o r fa ilure here,

Save ·$45.50 Bi-Enrolling Now

LL °Cooke, Chief Engineer,

By e n rolling now y ou can save $45.50 on the
r egula r low pr ice of my co urs e. But y o u must
act a t o nce. W r it e m e t oday, for my Big Free
Book, "H o w To B ecome An Electrical Exper!," It's the first st ep t owa rds b igger pay.
yours for success,

Chic ago Engineering Works,
I·
D e pt. 200,
1918 S unnyside Ave., Chicago, ID.
Dear Sir: Se nd at once Sample Lessons, your Big
Book, and full particula rs of your Free Outfit and Home
Study Course- a ll fully prepaid, without obligation on
IDJ' part.

lf.'L ;U::>oKe . CM I EF~ ENGINEE ~

CHICAli_D EN~l~-~~RINlli WORK!

Name ------ - --- -------- ---------- - ---- ---- ---------·--··
AtUress ----·--··--·---------------·---- ·-----------···-· -

Dept. 200,

102

1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, Ill.

TRAINED MAN IS THE "BIG"!PAY MAN"
THE COOKE
-

-

